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RELEASE NO: 83-173 IMMEDIATE 
The ninth flight of the Space Shuttle, STS-9/Spa~elab 1, is 
a nine-day, international space research expedition. It will mark 
the maiden flight of the newest element of the Space Transporta-
tion System, the European Space Agency (ESA)-developed laboratory 
called Space1a b. 
STS-9/Spacelab 1 is scneauled for launch from Complex 39A, 
at Kennedy Space Center, Pla., NOv. 28, 1983, at 16:00 GMT (11 
a.m. EST). Columbia and the Space1ab will operate in a 2S0-kilo-
meter (13s-nautica1 mile) circular orbit inclined to the equator 
at 57 degrees. 
This flight will be the first time ever that career scien-
tists from outside NASA's astronaut corps will fly aboard a 
United States spacecraft to conduct research. 
For STS-9, Spacelab will occupy orbiter Columbia's cargo 
bay, temporar ily transforming the Shuttle orbiter into a space-
based orbital research center -- a short-stay scientific SPace 
station. 
Spacelab was deSigned, developed, funded and built by the 
European Space Agency as Europe's contribution to the United 
States Space Transportation Systam. It represents a European 
investment of approximately $1 billion. 
November 10, 1983 
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The first Spacelab mission is designed to test the labora-
tory, and to conduct more than 70 separate investigations in five 
broad areas of scientific research: life sciences, atmospheric 
physics and earth ocservation~7 ~stronomy and solar physics, 
space plasma physics7 and materials science and technology. 
Spacelab 1 ia a joint mission of NAJA and ESA with each 
organization sponsoring half (by resources) of the scientific 
payload. Experiments for the mission are being provided and sup-
ported ~1 scientists in 11 European nations, the United states, 
Canada and Japan. Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville, 
Ala., is responsible for the NASA-sponsored portion of the pay-
load, and for overall management of the first mission. EBA's 
Spacelab Payl~d Integration and Coordination in Europe (SPICE) 
team is r~sponsible for the European portion of the payload. 
The six-man crew of STS-9/Spacelab 1 is the largest crew yet 
to fly aboard a single spacecraft, the first international Shuttle 
crew, and the first crew to include a new category of spaceborne 
research scientists called payload specialists. 
Mission commander is John W. Young, veteran of five previous 
space flights and commander of the first Space Shuttle mission. 
Pilot is Brewster H. Shaw, Jr., who is making his first space 
flight. Mission specialist astronauts are Dr~ Owen ~. Garriott, 
a veteran of NASA's Skylab 3 mission, and Dr. Robert A. R. 
Parker, who is making his first space flight. The payload spe-
cialists are Dr. Byron Lichtenberg, a member of the research 
staff at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, 
Mass., and Dr. Ulf Merbold, representing !SA, from the Federal 
Republic of Germany. Merbold is the first non-American to fly 
an a U.S. spacecraft. 
-more-
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!~ Payload specialists are career scientists and engineers --
( 
\ 
men and women -- selected by their peers to fly in space on a 
particular mission and devote themselves to conducting experi-
ments. Ttley are not trained to fly the Shuttle or operate its 
systems. 
The STS-9 orbiter and Spacelab's basic systems will be con-
trolled from the Mission Control Center at Johnson Space Center, 
Houston, Texas. 
All Spacelab 1 science operations on orbit will be managed 
and controlled from the Payload Ope[~tions Control Center situ-
ated in thP. same building as Mission Control. Members of the 
M~rshall Center/SPICE mission management team, along with the 
teams of scientists who have experiments aboard Spacelab, will 
monitor, direct and control experiment operations throughout the 
mission. 
During the mission, NASA's new Tracking and Data Relay 
Satellite System (TDRSS) will handle most of the communications 
and data transmissions between Columbia/Spacelab 1 and Mission 
and Payload Control. NASA's worldwide Ground Space Tracking and 
Data Acquisition Network (GSTDN) will continue to be used~ how-
ever, the adJition of TDRSS will vastly increase the amount of 
data and communications that can be exchanged between the space-
craft and the ground during the mission. STS-9/Spacelab I will 
a180 mark the fi~st use of the Space lab Data Processing Facility 
at Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md. 
During the STS-9/Spacelab 1 mission, mission specialist Owen 
Garriott, who is an amateur radio operator, will use a hand-held 
radio during part of his off-duty time to communicate with ham 
radio operators around the world. Garriott's call sign is W5LFL. 
All ham radio operations for STS-9 will be in t~e 2-meter band. 
Transmissions will be in the range 145.51 MHz to 45.770 MHz FM. 
-more-
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Reception will be in the range 144.910 to 145.470 MHz PM. 
Twenty kilohertz steps wIll be used to both transmit and receive. 
The times when Garriott will communicate with ham operators will 
be announced when known. 
After 9 days, 11 minutes of around-the-clock scientific 
operation~ and Space1ab hardware verification, the Columbia with 
its laboratory cargo will land on 1akebed Runway 17 at Edwards 
Air Force Base, Calif. Reentry will begin with the firing of the 
orbl ter' f. Orbital Maneuver ing System eng ines over the Indi~n 
Ocean as Columbia makes its 145th revolution elf the earth. 
Landing is set for 16:11 GMT (11:11 a.m. EST) Dec. 7. Space tab 
will be the heaviest payload to be returned to earth in the 
Shuttle orbiter's cargo bay. 
(END OF GENERAL RELEAJE1 BACKGROUND INFORMATION FOLLOWS.) 
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This ai.sion will be one of the aost challenging of RASA's 
.anned space flight mi.sions for media to adequately cover due to 
the doubling of air-to-ground (A/G) communications between the 
spacecraft and the ai.sion control coaplez in Bouston and the 24-
h~r-a-day operations. 
~ach day there will be as .any as three change-of-shift 
briefings tor the orbiter flight dir.cto~, one change-of-shift 
briefing for the payload .is.ion manager and a da-ily science 
summary briefing. 
..... center Oper.tl~D8 
JobnllOD Sp~ce center, lIDu.toII, ftaul 
This will be ehe principal n~ di •• eaination center for 
STS·-9 and Spltcelab 1 information. All mission briefings after 
launch and before landing will originate from the Johnson new. 
facility. Press in attendance at Johnson will have facilities 
to allow the coverage of both A/G circuits and will have con-
siderable opportunity to participate in interviews with principal 
investigators and mission aanagers. 
Kennedy Space Center, PIa.: 
This will be the principal news dissemination center for 
STS-9 and Space1ab 1 information for the pre-laul".ch and launch 
activities. Briefings covering the mission, science, objectives 
and equipment will be held here beginning two days prior to 
launch. Following the launch, the Ker*nedy newsroom will be able 
to receive all NASA Select video and Audio as well as Mission 
Audio. News m~dia choosing to remain at Kennedy will be able to 
participate in change-of-shift briefings through two-way audio 
circui ts. 
Marshall Space Plight Cente!:, Buntsville, Ala.: 
This will be a news dissemination center for information on 
the Huntsville Operations Support Center (HOSC) which will sup-
port the Marshall Space1ab and Spacelab Payloads activities at 
Johnson during the mission. No formal briefings are planned 
though media may interview HOSC pal..ticipants and can participate 
in the Kennedy, Johnson and Dryden mission briefings via satel-
lite television and audio links. 
Dryden Plight Research Center, !dwards, Calif.: 
This will be the principal news dissemination center for 
STS-9 and Space1ab 1 landing activities and for crew information 
during the post-landing Baseline Data Collection. 
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News media at Dryden will also be able to recei"e NASA 
Select Video and Audio and Mission Audio throughout the mission 
and will be able to participate in briefings through two-way 
audio circuits. 
Cologne-Pors. Federal Bepablic of Geraany: 
This is the main European information center for the Space-
lab 1 mission. The news and information facilities &re on the 
grounds of the German Aerosp~~e Research and Development Center (DFVLR) near Bonn. Media whc choose to attend this ~~nter will 
have a daily program of events dcheduled for their infora4ti~n, 
including portions of NAsA Select Video. Mission Audio and NASA 
Select Audio should be available as well as facilities for media 
to participnte in two-way 0 and A sessions following scheduled 
briefings originating from the Kennedy, Johnson or Dryden news 
centers. There will be special programs fer. each of the 10 days 
of activities at the Cologne-Porz news center as well a3 reockups 
of the Spacelab and of the different e:cper. imtmts. 
RASA Select AUdio. Mission Audio md 'l'ranscripts 
Due to the double nature of the air-to-ground conversations 
on Spacelab 1 there will be some modifications to the normal NASA 
Select and Mission Audio configurations after the Space lab acti-
vation at MET 5 hours and 15 minutes. The Spacelab l-to-Payload 
Operations Control Center (POCC) communications will take place 
over air-to-ground '1 (A/G-l). This configuration provides the 
maximum audio contact for the Spacelab and POCC crews through 
both the Tracking and Data Relay Satal1ite System (TDRSS) and 
through the Ground Spacecraf t Tracking and Data Network (GSTDN) 
stations. A/G-2 will be used as the orbiter-Mission Control 
CE.nter voice link. 
NASA Select audio will be available from the NASA satellite 
(RCA II-R, transponder 13) whenever video is being produced. The 
NASA Select audio will consist of Mission Audio when NASA Select 
Video is releasing spacecraft or Spacelab downlink video. NASA 
Select audio will consist of the audio portion of hriefings when 
NASA Sel~t Video is being used for briefings. 
Only the audio available on thp. actively mixed Mission Audio 
circuit will be transcribed. This means thac ~he transcript of 
the STS-9/Spacelab 1 mission w;'ll jump from orbiter/MOCR to 
Space1ab/POCC to briefings and back. There will be no attempt 
made to maintain a oontinuous transcript of either the orbiter/ 
MOCR or ~pacelaD/~UCC air-tu-ground. Mission Audio will be 
se~ected to follow the activity of the mission ~s it progresses. 
-more-
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Status reports on countdown progrel's, mission prQ9re •• , 
science and experiment rrogre.s and landing preparation. will b. 
produced by the appropr ate NASA news center (Kennedy for launch, 
Johnson and Marshall for m.ission and Dryden for landing and post 
landing). These status reports .s well as transcripts will be 
made available at the NASA news centers through the NASA PUblic 
Affairs Media Services Information SystEm facilities. Limited 
selections from these status reports and transcripts will also be 
available at the BSA Cologne-Porz news cent~r. 
Interview Requests 
Interview requesta from media representatives at Kennedy, 
Johnson and Dryden for subjects located at the same center as the 
media representative will be honored to the degree that subjects 
are available. 
Briefings 
Orbiter flight control personnel will be on eight-hour 
shifts. Change-of-shift briefings for the MOCR Flight Director 
will occur at eight-hour intervals. 
Spacelab mission operations and experiment management pe;: •• 
sonnel will be on l~!··hour shifts. One POCC change-of-shift 
briefing will be held concurrent with one of the MOCR briefings 
daily. 
A daily seiene:e summary briefing will be held. 
Media at Johnson, Kennedy, Marshall, Dryden and Cologne-Porz 
will be able to participate through two-way audio circuits during 
these briefings. A transcript of these briefings will be 
available. 
S!S-9/Spacelab 1 Pligbt ~i.e81ines 
Detailed flight crew and payload crew activity plot and 
summary time lines will be issued separately. 
Greenwich Mean ~i.a Conversion ~able 
Because ot the international nature of this mission, all 
times in this press kit will be expressed in ter~s of Greenwich 
Mean Time. To compute looal time in Europe, the United States 
and Japan, use the conversion table below. 
Euro~ean 
~tandard 
GMT + 1 
Eastern 
Standard 
GMT - 5 
Central 
Standard 
GMT - 6 
Mountain 
Standard 
GMT - 7 
-more-
Pacific 
Standard 
GMT - 8 
Tokyo 
Standard 
GMT + 9 
MISSION 
OPERATIONS 
FLIGHT DAY 1 
SUBJECT: 
- SPACELAB SYSTEMS ACTIVATION 
- TRIM BURN 1, IF REQUIRED 
FLIGHT PLAN SUMMARY 
- PAYLOAD EXPERIMENT ACTIVATION 
- VERIFICATION FLIGHT TEST (VFT) THERMAL ATTITUDES 
- INITIAL SPACELAB SCIENTIFIC AIRLOCK (SAL) OPERATIONS 
PAYLOAD EXPERIMENT OPERATIONS 
FLIGHT DAY 2 
- PAYLOAD EXPERIMENT OPERATIONS 
- INITIATE 24 LOUR VFT COLD THERMAL TEST ATTITUDE 
- TRIM BURN 2, IF REQUIRED 
- TACAN NAV TEST 
FLIGHT DAY 3 
PAYLOAD EXPERIMENT OPERATIONS 
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- COMPLETE 24 HOUR VFT COLD TEST ATTITUDE, INITIATE 12 HOUR VFT HOT TEST ATTITUDE 
fLIGHT DAY 4 
- PAYLOAD EXPERIMENT OPERATIONS 
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MISSION 
OPERATIONS 
SUBJeCT: 
FLIGHT DAY 5 
FLIGHT PLAN SUMMARY 
(CONTINUED) 
- PAYLOAD EXPERiMENT OPERATIONS 
FLIGHT DAY 6 
- PAYLOAD EXPERIMENT OPERATIONS 
- TRIM BURN 3, IF REQUIRED 
FLIGHT DAY 7 
- PAYLOAD EXPERIMEf'r; OPt:RATIONS 
FLIGHT DAY 8 
- PAYLOAD EXPERIMENT OPERAT,ONS 
- ORBITER FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM CHECKOUT fOR ENTRY 
FLIGHT DAY 9 
- PAYLOAD EXPERIMENT OPERATIONS 
- CABIN STOW 
- PAYLOAD EXPERIMENT DEACTIVATION 
- SPACELAB SYSTEMS DEACTIVATION 
- DEORBIT PREPARATION 
- ENTRY/LANDING 
00 
." , J 
"ti r:: 
o ?!. 
O -, '('';' 
::J ;_ 
C -, 
C 
l". 
r 
~ Lj 
) 
I 
\0 
I 
'1'DB 
'f-2Days 
9:00 a.m. EST 
9:30 a.m. EST 
10:30 a.m. EST 
1.u15 a.r;,.. EST 
bOO p.ll':. EST 
2:00 p.m. EST 
'11-1 Day 
9:00 a.m. EST 
10:00 a.m. EST 
11:00 a.m. EST 
'1I-Oay 
12:00 Noon EST 
(approximAtely) 
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Count~own Statue 
~ission Summary/Timeline 
Columbia Modification. 
TDReS S ta tu. 
Spacelab Development 
NASA/ESA 
Space lab 1 Mission Manager 
NASA/m3A 
Spacelab 1 SCience 
,':ountdown Status 
~oope~~tive Spacelab Miosion 
NASA Adm~nist[atoL 
ESA Director Genera', 
Prelaunch Press Conference 
Post-launch Press Confere~ce 
Launcb '!brouqh Bnd-of .. ia.ion 
Timt!s will be 
announced on 
NASA Release 
Plight Director Change of Shift 
Briefings (See Change of Shift 
Schedule) 
'1'+1 YhroQqb Bnd-of-Miaion 
'10:00 a.m. ES'lt 
(4pproximatflJly) 
10:00 p.m. EST 
(approximately' 
D~ily Science Briefin~s 
Overnigh~ Scier.ce Status Report 
(from POCC) 
-more-
ItSC 
KSC 
ItSC 
ItSC 
ISC 
ItSC 
ItSC 
ItSC 
ItSC 
KSC 
only 
JSC 
JSC 
JSC 
/-~, 
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'f+8 
5:00 p.lI. BS'1' Post-landing Baseline oata DPRP 
Collection facility Operations 
'f+9 
12:15 p.m. EST Post-landing Press Conference DFRP 
2: 00 p.ll. EST Crew Ceremony DFR!' 
(approximately) 
'1'+10 
1:00 p.m. EST Baseline Data Collection DPRF 
2:00 p.m. EST Orbiter/Spacelab Status DPRJ' 
The schedule for television trans'.nissions fran Columbia and 
Spacelab and for change of shift and either mission status brief-
ings wf11 be available during the mission at Kennedy Spar.!e Cen-
ter, Marshall Space Plight Center, Johnson ~pace Center, Dryden 
Plight Research Paci1ity, Goddard Space Plight C~nter and NASA 
Beadqua~ters naws centers. The television schedule will be 
updated daily to reflect any changes di~tated by mission 
operations. 
Video recordings of the NASA Select television program will 
be available at the European Information Centel in Cologne-Pcrz 
(Federal Republ~c of Germany) together with mission status 
reports. 
-more-
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SPACBLAB -- '!'lIB LABOBAIfORY 
Descript:ion 
Space lab is a reusable, research laboratory facility. When 
carried in the payload bay of the Space Shuttle orbiter, it con-
verts the Shuttle into a versatile, on orbit research center. 
Modula~ in design and construction, Spac~lab consists of 
several interchangab1e components that can be assembled in dif-
ferent ways to meet the needs of a particular scientific research 
mission. 
Spacelab consists of two major elements: a pressurized, 
habitable laboratory called a module, in which scientists can 
work without cumbersome spa~e suits7 and unpressurized platforms 
call9d pallets uesigned to support instruments such as tele-
scopes, sensors and antennas which require direct exposure to 
space. These elements may be used separately or in various 
combinations, returned to earth, and reused on other flights. 
The module comes in two 4-meter (13.1-foot) diameter sec-
tions - a core segment and an experiment segment. The oore 
segment houses data processing equipment and utilities for the 
module and pallets when both are flown together. It also has 
labor.atory fixtures such as air-cooled, standard 48.26-cent~.meter 
(19-inch) experiment racks, a work bench, and provision for 
accommodating a high-quality window/viewport assembly for optical 
experiments and rmotography. 
The second section, called the experiment segment, provides 
further pressurize( '~rk area, space fc~ additional experiment 
racks, and provisiol for mounting either the window assembly or & 
scientific airlock designed to enable the crew to expose experi-
ments carried in the module to the space environment. 
The core segment can be f1o~~ by itself, in what is called 
the short module configuration, o~ coupled in tandem with the 
experiment seglnent in the long module configuration. 
The short module measures 4.26 m (15.4 ft.) in length over-
all and consists of the core segment and two cone-shaped end 
sections. The long module, including end cones, is 7 m (23 ft.) 
long. 
When the habitable module is flown, a 1-m (3.3-ft.) diameter 
enclosed passageway called the Space1ab Transfer Tunnel, connects 
the module with the mid-deck of the orbiter. The t'lnne1 can be 
assembled in two lengths. A 2.7-m (8.7-ft.) tunnel can be used 
for missions during which the module is carried in the forward 
portion of the payload bay. A S.8-m (18.8-ft.) tunnel can be 
used for missions on which the module is carried in the aft por-
tion of the bay. 
-more-
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Space lab pallets are u-shaped aluminum frame and panel 
structures 4 m (13.1 ft.) wide and 3 m (10 ft.) long. Heavy 
equipment is mounted on the pallet frame using a series of 
connectors called hard points. Light weight equipment can be 
mounted directly onto the panels. 
As many as five Spacelab pallets can be flown in the cargo 
bay, indiviaually or wlth two or three linked together to form 
tains. When pallets are flown without the module, the subsys-
tems necessary for experiment operation are contained in a p~es­
surized cylinder called an Wigloo.- When no module is flown, 
payload specialists operate the experiments from the aft flight 
deck of the Shuttle orbiter. 
When the module is ilown, the Spacelab subsystems are 
carried in the module. 
Spacelab 1 makes use of the long module and a single pallet. 
Por this mission, the scientific window adapter assembly is in-
stalled in the ceiling of the core segment, and the scientific 
airlock is installed in the ceiling of the experiment segment. 
A viewport, which will enable the crew to observe pallet-mounted 
exper imen ts , is installed in the end cone of' the exper iment seg-
ment. Since the module and pallet are mounted in the aft portion 
of the bay for Spacela~ 1, the long tunnel will be used. 
Spacelab Devel~t and Integration 
Spacelab was designed, developed, funded and built by EBA as 
Europe's contrihution to the Space Transportation System. EBA's 
Spacelab team was located at European Space Technology Center, 
Noordwijk, the Netherlands. At its peak, the team consisted of 
about 100 engineers. 
Considered one of EBA's most important programs, Spacelab 
represents a European investment of almost $1 billion. Nine ES~ 
Member States - Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany, Italy, the 
Netherlands, Spain, Switzerland and the United Kingdom, and one 
state with Associate Member status -- Austria -- participated in 
the endeavor. 
The following is a breakdown of the estimated contributions 
made by the participating states at the end of the program: 
Federal Republic of Germany 
Italy 
France 
Uni ted Kingdom 
Belgium 
Spain 
The Netherlands 
Denmark 
Switzerland 
Austria 
TOTAL 
'-more-
54.94 
15.57 
10.29 
6.51 
4.32 
2 .. 88 
2.16 
1.54 
1.0 
0.79 
100.00 
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An industrial consortium of sClDe 50 .fir1l8 in 10 Buropean 
countries paticipated in the construction of Spacelab hardware. 
These fir .. , as well as BSA contractors in the United States, 
supplied Spacelab parts to the German firm VPN BRMO (now MBB-
BRRO), prime contractor for Spacelab assembly. 
SPACBTU IWlGllAII, BISmRICAL MCIGBOlJIID 
In 1969 Burope was invited by the United States to partici-
pate in the post-Apollo space program. The Buropean Space Con-
ference in 1970 authorized studies of a transportation system and 
various ocbital systems. When the united States approved NASA's 
Space Transportation System in 1972, it was deemed that Spacelab 
was the most suitable system for Burope to provide. At the Min-
isterial Meeting of the Buropean Space Conference in Brussels in 
December 1972, the European ministers responsible for sp&ce en-
trusted the European Space Research Organization (ESRO -- one of 
the predecessor agenc ies to the European Space Agency) wi 1:h the 
task of implementing the Spacelab Program as a special project. 
During Phase A concept studies, close ties were established 
between ESRO and NASA at the working level with joint participa-
tion in Space lab payload group meetings and coordination of tech-
nical activities. 
( \. Phase B system-definition studies were carried out to pro-
vide ESRO Member States with a firm costing on which to base 
their final choice among alternative design roncepts. When that 
decision was made in August 1973, Space lab became a confirmed 
ESRO program and an integral part of the Space Shuttle program. 
The keys to this cooperative program were, and remain, two 
agreements: a Memorandum of Understanding between NASA and ESRe, 
and an Intergovernmental Agreement between the United States and 
nine participating European states. The Intergovernmental Agree-
ment, signed in Paris in August 1973, delegates responsibility 
for the cooperative program to ESRO (later ESA) and NASA. The 
Memorandum of Understanding was initialed in Paris in August 1973 
and was signed by Dr. James Fletcher, then NASA Administrator, 
and Dr. Alexander Boeker, then ESRe's Director General, in Sep-
tember 1973 in Washington. It apportions responsibilities, spe-
cifies the de1iverab1es associated with the program and provides 
guidelines for the program elements. 
The Memorandum assigned certain tasks to each agency and 
established the following major objectives of the cooperative 
program: 
1) Design, development, manufacture and delivery ~i ESRO of 
the first Spacelab Plight Unit as an element tc be inte-
grated with the Space Shuttle: 
-more-
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2) Use of the Space Shuttle and Space lab sytems for peaceful 
purposes; 
3) Procurement by NASA of additional Spacelab flight units, 
4) possible extension of this cooperation as warranted by 
the mutual interests of the European partners ~nd the 
United states. 
To ensure efficient coordination of the ESA and NASA pro-
grams, a Joint Spacelab Working Group was formed. This group 
comprised representatives from ESRO (later ESA) and N~SA. 
ESA, representing the European partners, has the following 
responsibilities: 
1) TO fund, design, develop, manufacture and deliver a 
Spacelab and associated equipment according to mutually 
agreed specifications and time schedule, 
2) TO establish in Europe the prod~ction capability to 
ensure that the United State~ call procure additional 
Spacelabs 1 components and s~ares at reasonable prices; 
3) To ensure a sustained engineering capability to meet the 
Spacelab mission operating requirements of the United 
States; and 
NASA, representing the united States, has the following 
responsibilities: 
1) To provide information and advice, 
2) To provide assistance, technical advice and information 
and hardware as mutually deemed necessary for the devel-
opment and manufacture of Spacelab, 
3) To procure only from the European partners additional 
Spacelabs, components and spares, 
4) To refrain from separate and independent development of 
any Spacelab substantially duplicating the design and 
capabilities of the first Spacelab (unless the European 
Partners fail in their responsibilities), 
5) To use Spacelab as an integrated element in the Space 
Transportation System for the peaceful exploration and 
use of space; and 
6) To inform the European partners of plans for future use 
of the Space Shuttle system, especially of future conc~pts 
that may lead to modifications of the present Spacelab, 
with a view to extending cooperation beyond the present 
agreement. 
-more-
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Throughout the d.sign and development proce.. the two agen-
cies have interacted to meet such cammon objectives in the Space-
lab program as versatile laboratory facilities, rapid user access 
and minimum interference with Shuttle turn-around activities. 
Operational concepts influenced the design and construction of 
Spacelab el~ments to ensure that the experiment cycle, Spacelab 
cycle and Shuttle cycle of operations would interlock smoothly. 
Just as Shuttle development impacted Spacelab deSign, 80 did 
Spacelab design affect the Shuttle concept. During the decade of 
development leading to Spacelab's first flight, ~A and BSA have 
wor~ed c~peratively toward the realization of this integral com-
ponent of the Space Transporation System. 
ruther detail on the history of the development is available 
in the BSA/NASA Space lab News Reference and in the BSA Spacelab 
Data Book. 
STS-9/SPACBLU 1 IIAJOR !'LIGlft' OBJBCrIVBS 
There are two major flight objectives for the STS-9/Spacelab 
1 mission: 
* Verify the Space lab system and its subsystem performance 
cdpability, Spacelab's compatibility with the orbiter and 
lueasure the environment in and around the Spacelab. 
* Obtain valuable scientific and applicat10u&i data from it 
common U.S./European multi-disciplinary payload and 
demonstrate to potential users of the Shuttle/Spacelab 
system, the broad capability of Spacelab for scientific 
research. 
LAUBCII PRBPARM'IOIIS 
Spacelab Preparations 
Preparations for launch of STS-9/Spacelab 1 began ill late 
1981 with arrival at Rennedy Space Center, Fla., of major =om-
ponents of the space laboratory facility and the first pieces of 
Spacelab mission 1 experiment ha~dware. 
The first major pieces of experiment equipment -- the con-
tents of the life sciences mini-lab, a double rack of scientific 
equipment used inside the Spacelab module -- arrived in early 
October 1981. Over the next 10 months, experiment equipment con-
tinued to arrive at Rennedy where the equipment was functionally 
tested prior to integration into the experiment racks and on the 
Spacelab pallet. 
The first major components of the flight laboratory, includ-
ing the habitable module and pallet, arrived at Rennedy from 
Europe Dec. 11, 1981. 
-more-
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Checkout and assembly of the hardware for the Space lab mis-
sion began soon after arrival in the high bay of the Operations 
and Checkout Building. 
NASA formally accepted the flight hardware during an unveil-
ing ceremony in February 1982, attended by European and American 
dignitaries, including u.s. Vice President George Bush. 
Experiment integration began that same month when the life 
sciences mini-lab hardware was integrated with its flight rack. 
Installation of experiments on the Space~db pallet began in 
May 1982. The first piece of equipment installed was a high vol-
tage power supply for Space Experiments with Particle Accelera-
tors (lNS002). 
The European Bridge Assembly, a platform supporting" 12 Euro-
pean experiments, was attached to the pallet during the first week 
of August 1982, concluding physical integration of Spacelab 1 ex-
periment hardware. 
Initial integration activities culminated in November 1982 
with the successful completion of an eight-segment Mission Se-
quence Test designed to verify the compatibility of experiments 
with each other and with simulated Space lab support subsystems. 
The integrated Space lab pallet was moved into place behind 
the shell of the mcdule1 and experiment racks were moved into the 
module in December 1982. 
The Space lab was moved to the Cargo Integratio~l Test Equip-
ment (CITE) stand for testing in May 1983. CITE dup1ic~tes, the 
mechanical and electronic systems of the orbiter and is used to 
verify that the Spacelab is compatible wi~h the Shuttle. 
In early July 1933, experiments aboard Space lab were oper-
ated briefly by remote control from the Payload Operations Con-
trol Center (POCC) at Johnson, during a Closed Loop Test that 
lasted just over a day. Commands initiated at consoles in the 
Payload Control Center, were processed through the poce and Mis-
sion Control Center computers enroute to the Spacelab which was 
mounted in the CITE stand at Kennedy. 
Spacelab was transferred from the Operations and Checkout 
Building to the Orbiter Processing Facility (OPF) and installed 
in the payload bay of the orbiter Columbia Aug. 16, 1983. 
Space1ab experiments were operated again by remote control 
from the POCC during an end-to-end test sept. 7 and 8, 1983. It 
was similar to the Closed Loop Test, except that the TDRSS and 
Columbia were included in the loop and high rate data mode was 
used. 
The Space1ab Transfer Tunnel was installed in late August 
1983. 
-more-
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CoIUllbi. prepar.tlona and lIocUflcatlO118 
Columbia (OV-l02) preparations tor the STS-9/Spacelab 1 
mission began shortly atter the orbiter ooapleted its fitth 
flight (STS-S) in November 1982. 
Columbia was f~rried back from California to Plorida on Nov. 
23, 1982 to begin the necessary modifications in Kennedy's nrbi-
ter Pr~essing Pacility (OPP). 
Columbia spent the first three months in Bay 1 ol the OPP 
where residual hypergolic propellants were drained and the Orbi-
tal Maneuvering and Reaction Control Systems were ,taken off for 
relurbishment. 
The moditication period to accommoaate Spacelab 1 began on 
Dec. 20, 1982. On Peb. 27, 1983, Columbia was moved to the opr 
High Bay 2 where modifications were completed. 
Substantial changes were made to Co~umbia's structural, 
propulsion and on-board capabilities to meet Spacelab 1 require-
ments. Significant systems additions or modifications were: 
• Replacement of the three original main engines with 
uprated 104 percent thrust level engines (see below). 
• Addition of an airlock and tunnel adapter to permit crew 
to transfer between the pressurized orbiter crew module 
and Spacelab 1 laboratory module. 
• Installation of additional crew seats on the middeck, for 
both payload specialists and one m!ssion specialist, in-
cluding provisions for communications and emergency oxy-
gen, addition of three bunkbed sleeping stations and 
three hammock-type sleeping bags, and more lockers and 
compartments for storing extra equipment to accommodate 
the six-man crew. 
• Installation of a galley an1 personal hygiene station on 
the middeck to serve as an ·eating and food storage area. 
• Repla~ement of three fuel cells with new, higher producing 
cells, and increasing the number of fuel cell cryogenic 
storage t~nks from three sets to five sets. 
• Installation of a I'ew Ku-band antenna required for trans-
mitting real-time Space lab 1 data to the poce in Houston 
over the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System. 
Columbia has been outfitted with three new main engines, 
(2011, 2018 and 20l9) capable of operating at 104 percent of rated 
power. Columbia's original engines will be refurbished and serve 
as the flight engines on orbiter Atlantis (OV-I04). 
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Co~umbia's new engines underwent acceptance testing at the 
National Space Technology Laboratories' engine test facility at 
Bay St. Louis, Miss., April through June 1983. Each engine 
underwent ignition, calibration and full duration test firings. 
The engines were then given detailed el~ctric&l, mechanical and 
leak checks before being ac~epted by NASA from the Rocketdyne 
Div. of Rockwell International, Canoga Park, Calif. The engines 
were delivered individually to the Kennedy Space Center between 
May 17 and July 7, 1983. Installation of the three engines was 
completed on July 19, 1983. 
Power-on t~stinq of th~ spacecraft began on May 23, 1983. 
The Space lab systems operations were verified during a ser-
ies of "end-to-end" tests with systems controllers at Kennedy, by 
flight operations personnel at Johnson and Spacelab mission per-
sonnel from Marshall and other participating centers. The last 
experiment and interface test was completed in early September 
1983. 
Stowage of Spacelab experiment hardware also continued into 
September 1983. 
Columbia was moved from the Orbiter Processing Facility to 
the Vehicle Assembly Building for mating witi1 the external tank 
and solid rocket boosters on Sept. 23. 
The STS-9 Space Shuttle vehiclp was rolled out to Complex 
39's Pad A on Sept. 28. A Terminal Count Demonstration Test 
(full dress rehearsal) with the entire six-man flight crew took 
p+ace successfully on Oct. 1, 1983. 
On Oct. 14, NASA and th~ European Space Agency jointly 
agreed to postpone th~ STS-9/Spacelah 1 mission be~ause of a 
suspect nozzle or. one of the solid rocket boosters that was part 
of the vehicle on the launch pad. 
To leplace the aft assembly (which incillded the suspect 
nozzle) on the right SRB, the STS-9 vehicle had to be rolled back 
to the Vehicle Assembly Building on Oct. 17. Columbia was demated 
from the external tank and mov~d back into the Orbiter Processing 
Facility on Oct. 19. The external tank was disconnected from the 
twin SRBs and the right booster rocket was disassembled. 
The replacement right SRB aft assembly was bolted atop the 
mobile launcher platform on Oct. 21, and restac~lng of the right 
booster waR completed on Oct. 26. The external tank was rejoined 
wi~h the booster rockets on Oct. 27. Columbia was moved from the 
Orbiter Processing Facility back to the Vehicle Assembly Building 
on Nov. 3 and remated with the othnr STS-9 elements. 
STS-9 was returned to launch pad 39-A on Nov. 8, 1983. 
-Luore-
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The launch window for the STS-9/Spacelab 1 mission opens 
Hov. 28, 1983 at 16:00 GMT (11:00 p.m. BST) for 14 minutes, 
closing at 16:14 GMT (11:14 p ••• EST). The l~unch window will 
open again at approximately the aame time each day through Dec. 
5. On Dec. 5, the window will have diminished to 12 minutes. 
This is because of the require_ent for daylight at the trans-
Atlautic abort landing si tea. The orbi ter can land no later than 
15 minut.s after suns.t at a Spanish Air Porce Base near' Zaragoza, 
Spain ~ Colo~le/Bonn A~:port, rederal Republic of Germany. 
Th~ launch window opening is also determined by several 
sclenti:lic considerationa peculirt to Spacelab 1 experiments. 
SOm. astronomy experiments require a maximum amount of orbital 
dark tUDe whila other earth observation experiments require good 
lighting on the earth's surface. Space phYSics experiments re-
quire darkne~s at maxim~ north and south latitudes. The ast~on­
omy and space plasma physics experiments aboard Space lab call for 
a new moon on about ,flight day five. 
Shuttle launcl abort philosophy aims toward safe and intact 
recovery of the flight crew, the orbi ter an<.~ the payloads. 
In descending order of desirability, abort modes ar~ as 
follc"'.ts: 
• Abort-t~bit (A~) -- partial loss of main eng1ne thrust 
late enough to permit reaching a minimal 194-km (lOS-~m) 
orbit wit.h orbital maneuvering system engines. 
• Abort-Qnce-Around (AOA) -- earlier main engine shutdo'i l.';, 
but near enough orbital speed to allow ane orbit around 
to Space Harbor (Northrup Strip), N.M. 
• 'l'rans-Atlantic Abort r..ndiDCj ('fAL) -- lObS of two mAin 
engines midway through powered flight, forcing a landing 
at a Spanish Air Porce Base near Zaragoza, Spain (ptime) 
or Cologne/Bonn Airport, Pederal Republic of Germ~.,y (in-
plane b.sckup). 
• Return to r..uncb Site (R'fLS) -- early shutdown of one or 
more engines and without enough energy to make a TAL 
site, pitch-around and thrust back toward Kennedy Space 
Center until wi thin gliding distance of Shuttle runway. 
STS-9 contingency landing sites are Kennedy; Edwards; Space 
Harbor, White Sands, N.M.; Hickam Air ~~rce Base/Honolulu Inter-
national, Kawaii7 and Kadena Air Force Base, Okinawa. 
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Count 1ft., 
T-44 hours 
T-38 hours 
T-34 hours 
T-26 hours 
T-24 hours 
T-2l hours 
T-l9 hours 
T-l9 hours 
T-18 hours 
T-15 hours 
T-12 hours 
T-ll hours 
T-ll hours 
T-u h'XtrS 
T-8 hou!'s 
T-7 hours 
T-6 hours 
30 minutes 
30 minut~s 
40 minutetl 
15 ndnutes 
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.. ent 
Perform the call to stationa. 
Start external tank loading 
pIep~rations. 
Be9in ocbiter and 9roun~ support 
equipment closeouts for launch, 
Clear pad to load fuel cell storage 
tanks. 
Load fuel cell liquid 0XYgen tanks. 
Load fuel cell liquid hydrogen tanka. 
Activate orbiter navicJation aids and 
Inertial Measurement Units and be9in 
warm up per iod. 
Perform communications check with 
Merritt Island Launch Area trackin9 
statior. and Mission Control-Houston. 
Activate orbiter communication systems. 
Perform pre-ingr~6s switch list and 
prep,u'e service tower for retraction. 
Start GaBeoua OXygen (GOX) vent hood 
prt!parations for external tank l.:~ading 
and remove flight deck platforms. 
Start bunt-in hold. Duration of hold 
dependen t upon launch time. 
Retract rotating service structure. 
Activate fuel ce~ls. 
Configure mission controi 
communications for launch. 
PUlge payload b5y with gaseous nit~ogen 
prior tD main propellant load. 
Load external tank with propellants. 
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T-5 hours 
T-3 hours 
T-2 hours 30 minutes 
T-l hour 55 minutes 
T-l hour 1 minute 
T-20 minutes 
T~20 minutes 
T-9 minutes 
T-9 minutes 
T-7 minutes 30 seconds 
T-5 minutes 
T-3 minutes 30 sacond~ 
T-2 minutes 55 seconds 
T-l minute 57 seconds 
T-3l s~conds 
T-28 seconds 
T-10 seconds 
T-6.6 seconds 
T-3 seconds 
T-O 
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Begin Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) 
p~e-flight calibration and perform 
Range Safety open loop checks. 
2 hour hold begins. External tank 
loading is complete. Wake flight crew 
(4 hours 20 minutes to launch). 
Crew departs for pad (2 hours, 50 
minutes to launch). 
Crew enters orbiter vehicle (2 hours 15 
minutes to launch). 
Start preflight alignment of IMUs. 
10 minute built-in hold begins. 
Configure orbiter computers for launch. 
10 minute built-in hold begins. 
Perform status check and receive Launch 
Director "go." 
start Ground Launch Sequencer. 
Retract orbiter access arm. 
Start orbiter Auxiliary Power units. 
Arm External Tank (ET) and Solid Rocket 
Booster (SRB) range safety devices. 
Orbiter goes on internal power. 
Pressurize liquid oxygen tank and 
retract GOX oxygen vent hood. 
Pressurize liquid hydrogen tank. 
-Go" from Ground Launch Sequencer for 
Columbia's onboard computers to start 
automatic launch sequence. 
Start SRB hydraulic power units. 
"Go" for main engine start. 
Start orbiter main engines. 
Main engines at 90 percent thrust. 
Holddown post release, SRB ignition and 
liftoff. 
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IIAJOR PLIGII! a_iS SBQUBICB 
EVENT MET DELTA V PERIGEE/APOGEE 
hr:min:sec m/s (fps) km (n.mi.) 
Launch 
SRB separation 
MECO 
ET separation 
OMS-l TIG 
(1 min 10 sec) 
135) 
OMS-2 TIG 
(1 min 41 sec) 
Activate Space lab 
Trim 1 
Trim 2 
Trim 3 
Cease Exper. Ops. 
Deactivate Space1ab 
Deorbi t burn 
(2 min 19 sec) 
Land Edwards AFB 17 
00:00:00 
00:02:24 
00:08:21 
00:08:39 
00:10:21 
00:49:29 
02:30:00 
05:00:00 
45:00:00 
138:00:00 
205:15:00 
206:15:00 
215:18:21 
216:11:17 
SRB - Solid Rocket Booster 
MECO - Main Engine Cut Off 
FT - External Tank 
36.9 
53.7 
(163.6) 
83 x 250 
( 112 • 4) (45 x 
250 x 250 
(135 x 135) 
Delta V computed in real 
time to adjust for orbit 
decay 
76.2 
(232.3) 
-1.85 x 239 
(-1 x 129) 
OMS-1 - Orbital Maneuvering System (1st burn) 
OMS-2 - Orbital Maneuvering System (2nd burn) 
T1C - Time of Ignition 
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Kennedy Space Center is responsible for ground operations of 
the orbiter once it has rolled to a stop on the runway at Edwards 
Air Force Base, including preparations for returning the COlumbia/ 
Spacelab to Kennedy. 
After Columbia rolls to a stop, the flight crew will begin 
"safing" vehicle systems. At the same time the recovery crew 
will make its way toward the orbiter. Immediately aft,r wheel 
stop on runway 17, specially garbed technicians will first deter-
mine that any residual' hazardous vapors are below significant 
levels in order for other safing operations to proceed. A mobile 
wind machine is positioned near the vehicle to disperse highly 
concentrated levels of toxic vapors. 
Once the initial safety asssessment is made, access vehicles 
will be pos:tioned around the rear of the orbiter so that lines 
from the grolmd purge and cooling vehicles can be connected to 
the umbilical panels on the aft end of the Columbi&. 
Freon line connections will be completed and coolant will 
begin circulating through the umbilicals to aid in heat rejection 
and protect the orbiter's electronic equipment. Other lines will 
provide ~led, humidified air to the cargo bay and other cavi-
ties to remove any residual toxic or explosive fumes and provide 
a safe environment inside the Columbia. 
A mobile white room will be moved into place around the crew 
hatch once it is verified that there are no concentrations of 
toxic gases around the forward part of the vehicle. The crew is 
expected to egress the Columbia about 30 to 40 minutes after 
wheel stop. Technicians will replace the flight crew to complete 
the vehicle safing activity. 
Post-landing operations associated with the Spacelab 1 pay-
load will include removal of certain time-critical items, such as 
tape and film, one hour after landing, and another middeck group 
within 39 hours. No attempt will be ma1e to enter the Spacelab 
itself at this time. 
A tow tractor will be connected to Columbia and the vehicle 
will be pulled off the runway at Edwa~ds and positioned inside 
the Mate Demate Device at the nearby Dryden Flight Research 
Facility. 
After ~olumbia has been jacked and leveled in the Mate De-
mate Device workstands, the remainder of the Spacelab 1 experi-
ment samples and data to be recovered prior to the return of the 
orbiter to Kennedy Space C~nter will be removed. Residual fuel 
cell cyrogenics wnl be dralnec! and mUlsed pyroteohn-i-c d4iwices 
will be disconnected. 
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After the aerodynamic tail cone has been installed over the 
three main engines, the orbiter will be bolted on top of the 747 
Shuttle carrier aircraft for the ferry fligbt back to Plorida. 
The 747 is scheduled to leave California about six days 
after landing. There will be an overnight stop to refuel the 
747, and the ferry flight will continue the next day. 
Once back at Kennedy, removal and de-integration of Spacelab 
will proceed in nearly reverse order of assembly, but without the 
elaborate tenting stages. In most cases, disassembly will be only 
a temporary state for Space lab, as much of the hardware will be 
immediately taken to checkout areas for use on upcoming mis 3ions. 
SPACBLAB 1 -- "1!IB IIISSI<II 
The Space lab 1 mission is the culmination of a decade-long 
cooperative development effort on behalf of both NASA and ESA to 
expand the capabilities of the Space Transportation System by the 
creation of a reusable laboratory to complement the scientific 
and engineering capabilities of the orbiter. 
The primary objective of the STS-9 flight is the Verifica-
tion Flight Test of the Spacelab/orbiter. There are eight major 
functional test objectives associated with the Verification 
tlight Test. An additional objective of the flight is the exe-
cution of more than 70 experiments timelined throughout the mis-
sion. The NASA entity responsible for the determination of the 
experiment objectives for the 11 NASA experiments is the Office 
of Space Science and Applications, Spacelab Flight Division. The 
responsible agent for the determination of experiment requirements 
for the 60 European experiments is the European Space Agency. 
Because of the complexity of the mission, the eight broad 
Verification Fligh': Test Objectives, the more than 70 experiment 
objectives, and the six-person crew, crew activity has been split 
into two l2-hour duty cycles. Each duty cycle has an astronaut, 
mission specialist and payload specialist comprising a Red team 
and a Blue team. 
For this mission, the long configuration of the habitable 
module will be ~sed with a single pallet. The module will be 
connected to the orbiter cabin by the long transfer tunnel. 
Space lab 1 is a joint mission of ESA and NASA. Each 
is sponsoring approximately half the scientific payload. 
is funding Space lab integration and the operational costs 
mission. 
agency 
NASA 
of the 
Marshall Space Flight Center was assigned responsibility for 
the NASA-sponsored portion of the payload and for overall manage-
ment of the first Space lab mission. 
-more-
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Marshall, a8 mission manager aided by ESA SPICE, was respon-
sible for planning and directing the overall Spacelab 1 mission \ 
which included trainin~ the crew on experiment operations in the 
center's Payload Crew Training Complex (PCTC) ana at off-center 
experiment investigator's facilities. The experiment scientists 
were also trained in mission science operations. 
The center's Spacelab Payload Project Office has re3ponsi-
bility for ensuring that the experiments met agreed-upon cri-
teriar that equipment was shipped to the launch site at Kennedy 
on scheduler that integration was accomplished and checkout com-
pleted, and that the mission is carried out as planned. 
Responsibility for the ESA-sponsored portion of the payload, 
referred to as the First Spacelab Payload (FSLP), was entrusted 
to a technical management team known as Space lab Payload Integra-
tion and Coordination in Europe (SPICE). This team was set up by 
ESA in 1976, at the German Aerospace ~esearch Establishment 
(OFVLR), Cologne-Porz. SPICE is composed of ESA and OFVLR per-
sonnel on a 50-50 basis. 
The principle task of SPICE is to ensure that all European 
experiments are integrated into a functional payload. SPICE is 
responsible for accommodation analysis, resource evaluation, crew 
training in Europe, supervising the manufacture of supporting 
hardware, preparation of software, and control of physical inte-
gration of experiments in Europe which was carried out at the 
ERNO facilities in Bremen, Germany. The SPICE team supported by 
European industry, has also participated in the integration of 
the ESA payload with the rest of the Spacelab payload at the 
Kennedy Space Center. 
-more-
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8'1'8-9 ftA'fiS'rICS 
Columbia/BT/SRB 
Total Liftoff Maa8 
Columbia Dry Mass 
Total Cargo Mass, (Spacelab, 
ancillary equipment, cables, 
fixture, cargo bay equipment) 
Space lab Mass 
(structural total) 
Space lab Module 
Spacelab Pallet 
Bxperiment, Associated 
Equipment Mass 
Verification Plight 
Instrumentation Mass 
Total Payload Weight 
Experiment Equipment Volume: 
Pressurized 
Onpressurized 
Electrical supply 
Experiment Computer Memory 
Central Processing Unit 
Data Handling: 
Through orbiter/TDRssrst~m 
Onboard storage capac ty 
Spacelab Module Dimensions: 
Diameter 
Length 
Space lab Tunnel 
(inside diameter) 
204,686 kg (4,503,095 lb.) 
70,618 kg (155,359 lb.) 
15,265 kg (33,252 lb.) 
12,780 kg (28, 115 lb.) 
8,145 kg (18,135 lb.) 
3,386 kg (7,449 lb.} 
3,982 kg (8,802 lb.) 
856 kg (2,123 lb.) 
15,265 kg (33,252 lb.) 
22.2 cu. m (784 cu. ft.) 
33.3 cu. m (1,176 cu. ft.) 
(28 v DC, 115/200 v 400 Hz AC) 
Average power 2 kw 
Energy 67.5 kwh 
64,000 or 64 k (16 bit words) 
320,000 or 320 k instructions/ 
second (kips) 
Up to SO megabits/second (mb/s) 
Up to 32 mb/s 
4.0 m (13 ft.) 
7 .!' m (23 ft.) 
1.1 m (40 in.) 
-more-
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The primary purpose of the first Spacelab mission is to 
verify the laboratory and to prove-out the thousands of struc-
tural, mechanical and electronic parts that make up the 
laboratory. 
The Spacelab Verification Flight Test (VFT) program was 
developed by the Marshall Sp~ce Flight Center and will be imple-
mented by the Johnson Space Center to accomplish this objective. 
Specifically, the program as carried out on STS-9/Spacelab 1 
(and later on Spacelab 2) is designed to verify the Space lab ara-
tem and the performance capabilities of its subsystems 1 to ver fy 
the compatibility of the Space lab with the orbiter and with the 
experiments to be ~onducted on board7 and to measure the Spacelab 
induced environment. 
A set of special instrumentation, called Verification Flight 
Instrumentation (VFI), and standard orbiter and Spacelab opera-
tional instrlmentation, will be used to gather data on Spacelab's 
performance during the mission. More than 200 VFI sensors sit~­
ated throughout the Spacelab and the orbiter will provide infor-
mation on how well the Spacelab itself responds to the demands of 
fli.ght. 
Special tests, involving the Space lab subsystems, will be 
conducted during the flight. Additional data will be gathered 
from normal subsystem and experiment operations. 
The following is a description, by category, of the specific 
VFT objectives for STS-9/Spacelao 1: 
Bnvironaental COntrol Subsyste. Tests will be conducted 
to verify that the passive thermal control subsystem maintains 
the Spacelab structural elements within specified temperature 
limits, prevents condensation within the habitable module, meets 
the specified heat leak requirements and, in conjunction with the 
active thermal co~trol system, meets specified temperature limits 
inside the module. Additional tests will be conducted to verify 
the capability of the active thermal control subsystem to control 
the crew life support systems and equipment temperatures. 
structures Subsysteu -- The Spacelab structure will be moni-
tored during ascent, on orbit operations, descent &nd landing. 
Sensors will monitor the response of the habitable module, trans-
fer tunnel and pallet to low frequency vibration during ascent 
and descent to verify load criteria. Sensors will also gather 
data to verify Spacelab's random vibration and acoustic design 
and test criteria during ascent, define mission load levalfl to 
verify mathematical models and service life prt~diction. They 
will also verify that the system used to attach Spacelab to the 
orbiter is reacting to loads as was predicted. 
-more-
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'--"'. During the .i •• ion, the crew will a1ao perform functional 
t.ating of the scientific airlock to verify that it can be prea-
aurized, depres.urized and operated, and to verify the experiment 
deployment technique. 
Oln.and and Data llanag...at Subsyat_ - Tests are designed 
to de.onstrate the satiafactory integrated operation and perfor-
mance of the Command and Data Management System (CDMS) and asso-
ciated equipment and software in an orbital flight environment. 
The comunications link between the Spacelab and the Traoking 
and Data ~lay Satellite System will be checked as a function of 
the missien operations. The performance of all operating display& 
am controls including the effect of all inter ior lighting and 
any sunlignt/shadow effects will also be checked. 
Habitability -- The habitability of Spacelab, from the 
standpoint of the crew working environment, is also a factor in 
the verification of the Spacelab habitable module. 
Tests will verify: various eQUipment stowage techniques, 
operational adequacy of a general purpose work stationJ and var-
ious handrails, foot testrainte and restraining devices used to 
aid the crew in moving about the' module and in supporting the 
efficiency of crew emergency egress. Other tests will determine 
the actual module internal noise characteristics. 
Bnviroa.ent - Tests have been designed to compare the radia-
tion environment act.ually experienced to the specified and pre-
dicted levels of r3diation7 determine if th~ radiation protection 
offered in the film storage areas is adequateJ and provide dat~ 
on radiation components for which no predictive calculations are 
available and which are likely to be significant for Sp3cEiab 
users. 
Attempts will also be made to verify predicted acceleration 
levels inside the module and at one location on the pallet. 
Blectrical Power Distribution Subsystea -- This aspect of 
the VFT is designed to verify the Electrical Power Distribution 
Subsystem performance characteristics by operating all power dis-
tribution, conditioning and conversion devices at minimum and 
maY-imum mission achievable load levels. 
Materials -- Tests will be conducted to verify the compati-
bility of Spacelab exterior materials with the space environment. 
Contamination -- Analysis will be made of the cargo bay/ 
pallet environment and the induced external environment to verify 
that the established contamination limits have not been exceeded 
on sensitive optical surfaces and other experiments. 
-more-
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The contamination level will be monito.red by the Induced 
Environment Contamination Monitor (IECM) -- a desk-sized, aOO-lb. 
detector ~ontaining :0 instruments. Measurements will be made 
during F .. "' -launch, ascent, on-orbit, descent, landing and post 
landing periods. On orbit the monitor will measure background 
spectral intensity, molecular deposition and optical surface 
effectB. During the other mission phases, dew-point, humidity, 
aerosol content and trace gasses will be measured as well as 
optical surface effects and molecular deposition. 
After the mission, applicable measurements taken by two 
pallet-mQunted Spacelab 1 experiments, the Atmospheric Emission 
Photometric Imaging (AIPI) (lNS003) experiment and the Oltraviolet 
Spectrometer on th~ Imaging Spectrometric Observatory (INSOOl) 
experiment, will be compared with those by the IECH to verify 
that contaMination levels are within limits for experiment 
operations. 
SPACBIAB 1 -- mE SCImICB 
Space lab 1 is a multidisciplinary mission of more than 70 
experiments in five areas of. scientific research: Astronomy and 
Solar Physics1 Space Plasma Physics; Atmospheric Physics and 
Earth Observations; Life Sciences; and Materials Science. 
There are 38 different experiment facilities. Sixteen of 
the 38 experiments required to conduct investigations are sit:1-
ated on the pallet and 20 in the module. Two of the 38 experi-
ments have components both on the pallet and in the module. 
Some of the experiments on the pallet and in the module 
operate automatically, while others are operated from the ground 
or by the crew remotely through the Cf... "':Iputer or by means of con-
trols located on the instrument front ~ :nel~. Other ey.periments 
in the module are operated directly by the crew. 
The Space lab 1 science mission is jointly sponsored by NASA 
and ESA with experiments being provided by scientists in 14 
nations: Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Prance, Italy, 
Japan, The Netherlands, Federal Republic of Germany, Spain, 
Sweden, Switzerland, Onited Kingdom and the Onited States. The 
payload is approximately equally Jivided between NkSA and ES~ 
experiments in terms of weight. NASA and ESA each are sponsoring 
approximately 1,392 kg (3,062 lb.) experiment hardware. 
Of the 38 experiments, 13 are sponsored by NASA for scien-
tists in the O~ited States, Canada, France and Japan, 25 by ESA 
for its Member States' investigators. Nearly 60 of the mor~ than 
70 individual investigations are sponsored by !SA. 
-more-
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The Buropean experi.ents themselves were developed under 
national funding. However, the integration and coordination 
taaks .anaged by SPICB were funded under an ISA budget of about 
$35 .Ulion. 
: the ~uropean experiments, 11 are situated on the pallet 
and t~4e rest are in the module, with two having components both 
on the pallet and in the module. 
Of the 13 NASA experiments, five are located on the ~llet 
and eight are in th. mOdule, with three having components in bath 
locatlons. 
The experi.ents for the first Spacelab mission were selected 
from 1I0re than 400 proposals solicited by NASA and BSA in 1976. 
An international panel selected the experiments tor flight based 
on each experiment's scientific merit and suitability for fliqht 
on the Shuttle/Space lab. 
Once the proposed investigations were evaluated by an inde-
pendent group of experts, more than 70 investi9ations for the 
mission were selected. The principal investigators, or chief 
8cientists for each experiment, then formed a cooperative body 
called the Investigators Working Group (IWG), comprised of 35 of 
the lead sci~ntists from all five disciplines represented on 
Spacelab 1. The IWG, chaired by the Mission Scientist, guided 
the incorpor~tion of the many experiments into a single payload 
and served to coordinate and communicate the needs of the user 
8cientists to the Mission Manager. 
Another of the group's tasks was to recommend which of the 
many scientists -- only one from Burope and one from the United 
States -- would fly the first mission. NASA'S scientists chose 
two payload specialist candidates from 35 nominees, while the BSA 
selection process picked two cundidates from an initial applica-
tion list of 2,000. Detailed information on those selected is 
available in the crew section of thi.s kit. 
Astronaay ~d Solar Physics 
The investigations in astronomy and solar physi~ will study 
astronomical sources of radiation in the ultraviolet and X-ray 
wavelengths, performing both surveys and detailed studies of spe-
cific objects. The solar experiments will m~asure the energy 
output of the sun using three different methods, with a view to 
quantitative measurement of variations in the solar energy output 
or -solar constant.-
Space lab 1 will carry a group of telescopes, cameras and 
other detectQrL that can see the sun and stars with greater 
clarity than normally possible from ground-based obse~vatories. 
-more-
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8(.: ace Pl .... Physics 
The five space plasma physics experiments on Spacelab 1 
will measure and c~aracterize the magnetized, electrified ga~ 
or ~lasma in the earth's upper atmosphere (ionosphere). 
These experiments will study the pla~a envelope which sur-
rounds the earth ~~d investigate key ~ause-and-effect relation-
ships that couple the earth's magnetosphere and atmosph~re. 
Some involve emitted beams of charged particles into space 
and measure the result~nt changes in the environment. Others 
will create artificial aurorae that help to explain how natural 
particle t'tam8 carry energy from the 80lar wind and the magneto-
sphere int~ the earth's atmosphere. 
Television cameras, sensors and optical ir.!trumenta will 
monitor natural processes as well as the effects of the emitted 
beam experiments. 
At.oepberle Physics l' ~ Barth Observations 
The atmospheric physics investigators will perform studies 
of the! earth' a environment through surveys of t.emperature, COlll-
position and motion of the atmo~phere. These investi9ations will 
employ rp.mote sensing "nd imaging techniq'Jes tel study the emis-
sio,..8 or absorpti~)'18 fI'<:1m the atmospheric gases· to determine 
their sources, flow patterns and decay mechani£Ims. 
The Earth observat.ions experiments will df!mOnstrate advanced 
measuring systems wtich will be used on future Space lab missions. 
There are six atmospheric physics and earth observations experi-
ments on Space lab 1. 
A large film metr ic camera will produce high-resolution 
photographs for possible use in making better maps. A micr~wave 
remote sensing facility on Spac~lab 1 will p~ovide all-weather 
radar viewing of the ~arth's surface, regardless of cloud cover. 
Life Sciences 
The life aciences investigations will be ooncerned with the 
eff~~ts of the space environment (microg~avity and hard radia-
tion~ on human physiology and on the growth, development, and 
organization of biological systems. Two experiments will study 
the effects of direct exposure to space on biological materials. 
In this low-gravity environmer,t a special cat(!gory of exper-
ilnents will probe the interaction bet:ween man's vestibular system 
and the brain, with a view to under&tanding the causes of s~ace 
motion 3ickness (Space Adaptation Syndrome) and providing infor-
mation that can be used in more general aspects of vestibular 
research on earth. 
-more-
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/--" Another set of experiments will asses" the effects of radia-
/ 
tion ~ld weightlessness on other organisms. In particular, sci-
entists are interested in oossible disturbances of cell growth, 
development and organization. New ·mapping· techniques will be 
used to measure the level of space radlati.on that penetrates the 
wall of the Space lab module. 
Bacteria and other microbes on Space lab 1 will be examined 
after the flight to determine the biological hazards of exposure 
to ambient ultraviolet and cosmic radiation. Observations of 
sunflower seedlings and fungi growing in Spacelab 1 will yield 
new information on plant growth patterns normally influe~ced by 
gravity and 24-hour circadian rhythms. 
Ttere are 16 life sciences experiments on Space lab 1. 
Materials Scif.ftt:es 
The 36 material sciences experiments will test low-gravity 
techniques for processir.g materials. These experiments take ad-
vantag~ of the microgravity conditions to perform studies in such 
areas as tribology, fluid physics, crystal growth and metallurgy. 
A Material Sciences Double Rack facility will be carried on 
the flight. It contains furnaces and other equipment that will 
be shared by investigators from 10 EUropean countries. Most of 
the experiments use the facility fo= stuGies of crystal growth, 
fluid physics, chemistry and metallurgy. 
BOTE: Detailed information on the following experiments is 
contained in the publication "Spacelab 1 Experiments" 
available at all news centers. 
RASA BXPBRIMBlftS (II SPACBLAB 1 
The following is a list of NASA experiments by discipline, 
title and number scheduled to fly aboard Spacelab 1. Also listed 
is the principal investigator and the NASA center responsible for 
the experiment development. 
AtDOspheric ~hysics and Barth Observations 
lRSOOl -- An I.aging Spect.Iowetric Observatory -- Dr. Marsha 
R. Torr, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich.~ managed by 
Marshall Space Flight Center. 
Space Plasaa ~hysics 
lNS002 -- Space Bxperi.ents with Particle Accelerators --
Prof. Tatsuzo Obayashi, University of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan~ man-
aged by Marshall. 
-more-
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lR9003 -- A~pberic Bais.ion Photoaetric I.aging -- Dr. 
Stephen B. Mende, Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory, Palo 
Alto, Calif.: managed by Marshall. 
As trOllOllY 
!BSOOS -- Par UV (l)servationa Using the Paust InatrUJIent --
Prof. C. St""r t Bowyer, University of California, Berkeley: man-
aged by Marshall. 
Life Sciences 
UlS006 -- Radiation Bnvironaent Mapping -- Prof. Eugene V. 
Benton, University of San Francisco, Calif.: manaqed by Johnson 
Space Center. 
lRS007 -- Characterization of Persisting Circadian Rbytbas 
-- Dr. Frank M. Sulzman, Harvard Medical School, Boston, Mass.: 
managed by Johnson. 
UlSIOI -- 8Jtation of Beliantbus Annuu9 -- Prof. Allan H. 
Brown, University of Pennsylvania, ~hiladelphia.: managed by 
Johnson. 
lPSI02 -- vestibular Experi.eDts -- Prof. Laurence R. Young, 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge: managed by 
Johnson. 
UlSI03 -- Influence of Space Plight on Brytbrokinetics in 
Man -- Dr. Carolyn Leach, Johnson Space Center: managed by 
Johnson. 
lRSI04 -- vestibula-Spinal Reflex Mecha~i .. s -- Dr. Millard 
F. Reschke, Johnson Space Center: managed by Johnson. 
lRSIOS -- Effects of Prolonged Weightlessness on the B~al 
I .. one Reaponse in Du.ans -- Prof. Edward W. Voss, Jr., Univer-
sity of' Illinois, Urbana: managed by Johnson. 
Solar Physics 
lNA008 -- Active Cavity Radio.eter Solar Irradiance Monitor 
-- Dr. Richard C. Willson, Jet Propulsion Labo~atory, Pasadena, 
Calif.: managed by JPL. 
Technology 
tRTOII -- !ribological EXperiments in Zero-Gravity --
Dr. Raymond L. Gause, Marshall Space Flight Center: managed by 
Marshall. 
~more-
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The following is a list of ESA experiments by discipline, 
name and number, selected to fly aboard Spacelab 1. Also listed 
is the pd.nciple invedtigators for each experiment. 
Ataoepbere Pbysics and Barth Observations 
1IIS013 -- Grille Spectroaeter -- Dr. M. Ackermann, Institut 
d'Aeronamie Spatia!e de Belgique, Blussels, Belgium, Dr. A. 
Girard, Office National d'Etudes et de Recherches Aerospatiales, 
Chatillon, Prance. 
1118014 -- waves in the OS _ission Layer - Dr. M. Berse, 
Service d'Aeronomie du CNRS, Verrieres-le-Buisson, Prance. 
lIS0l7 -- traan Alpla B and A -- Dr. J.-L. Bertaux, Service 
d'Aeronomie du CNRS, V@rrieres-le-Buisson, France. 
lEA033 -- Metric ca.era -- A Langner (project Manager), 
DFVLR, Cologne, Federal Republic of GermanY1 Dr. M. Reynolds 
(Project Scientist), ESTEC, Noordwijk, the Netherlands1 Dr. G. 
Konency (Chairman Metric Camera Working Group), Technische Oni-
versitat Hannover, Hannover, Pederal Republic of Germany. 
lBA034 -- Microwave Scatteroaeter-Badioaeter -- Dr. M. Wahl 
(Project Manager), DFVLR, Cologne, Federal Republic of GermanYJ 
G. Dieterle (project Scientist), ESTEC, Noordwijk, the Nether-
lands1 Dr. G-P De LOOt (Chairman, Microwave Remote Sensing 
Experiment working Group), Physics Laboratory, THO, The Bague, 
the Netherlands. 
Space Pla_. Pbysics 
lES019 -- La .. l'mergy Blectron Plus and its Reaction 'to 
Active B~peri.entation -- Dr. Claus Wilhelm, Max-Planck Institut 
fur Aeronomie, Katlenburg--Lindau, Federal Republic of GerJlany. 
lBS020 -- Pbenoaena Induced by Charged Particle Beaas -
Dr. C. Beghin, CRPE/CNET/CNR~, Orleans, France. 
lES02.. -- Isotopic Stack Measure.ent of Heavy eo_ic Ray 
Isotopes -- Dr. R. 8eaujean, Institut fur Reine und Angewandte 
Rernphysik der Universitat Kiel, Riel, Federal Republic of 
Germany. 
Astronoay and Solar Physics 
lESOl6 -- Measureaent of Solar Spectrua -- Dr. G. Thullier, 
Service d'Aeronamie du CNRS, Verrieres-le-Buisson, France. 
-more-
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188021 -- Solar CoDatant Measurement - Dr. O. CraDllel.ynclc, 
Institut Royal Meteorologique de ge~gique, Brussels, Belgium.') 
18S022 -- very Wide Pield ~ca -- Prof. G. Courtes, 
Laboratoire d'Astron~ie Spatiale, Marseilles, Prance. 
18S023 -- Spectr08copy in X-Ray Aatro~ -- Or • R.O. 
Andresen, ESA/ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands. 
Life Sciences 
lBS025 -- NaBS Discri.inatten During WeigbtleBBness --
Or. H. Ross, University of Stirling, Stirling, United Kingdom. 
lBS026 -- Measureaent of Intra~boracicVenous Pressure Via a 
Peripberal Vein -- Prof. Or. It. lCrsch, Physiologisches Insti tut 
der Freien Universitat Berlin, Berlin, Federal Republic of 
Germany. 
18S027 -- Advanced Bi~ .. ack Bzperiaent - Prof. Or. H. 
Rucker, OFVLR Institut f'jr:'l"gmedizin, Cologne, Federal Republic 
of Germany. 
18S028 -- Balli-tocardiograpbic Research in W8igbtleBBness 
Prof. Aristide Seano, University of Rome, Rome, Italy. 
lBS029 -- M1cro-o~9anisas and Bia.olecules in Space Bnviron-
.ent -- Or. G. Horneck, DFVLR Institut fur Flugmedizin, Cologne, 
Federal Republic of Ger~any. 
lBS030 -- Personal Miniature Blectro-Physiological 'hpe 
Recorder -- Or. H-L. Green, Clinical Research Centre, Harrow, 
United Kingdom. 
lBS03l -- Effect of .eigbtle88nes~ ~ Lyapbocyte Prolifer-
ation -~ Or. A. Cagoli, Eidgenossische Technische Hochschule, 
Zurich, Switzerland. 
lBS032 -- Coll~ction of Blood Saaples for the De te rai nat ion 
of Antidiuretic DOnlOnes, Aldosterone, and Other Boraones --
Prof. Dr. K. Kirsch, Physiologisches Institut der Preien Univer-
sitat Berlin, Berling, Federal Republic of Germany. 
18S20l -- Effect of Rectilinear Accelerations, Optokinetics 
and Caloric Stiaulations on Vestibular Reactions and Sensations 
in Space -- Prof. Dr. R. von Baumgarten, Physiologischen Institut 
der Johannes Gutenberg Universitat, Mainz, Federal Republic of 
Germany. 
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,--..., Material Scienc •• 
!BSJOO -- Material SCience Double RaciPacility -- R. 
Stetmle (Froject Manager), DFVLR/BPT, Cologne, Federal Republic 
of Germany, M. Brook (Project Manager), BSA-SPICE, Cologne, 
Pederal Republic of Germany, o. Ruth (Pro1ect SCientist}, !SA-D/ 
STS, Microgravity Office, Paris, France, ~rof. Y. Malaijac, 
Centre d'Energie Atomique, Grenoble, Prance, 1"rof. L.G. 
Napolitano, Oniversita degli Studi, Naples, ItalY7 Prof. R. 
Nitsche, Oniversitat Freiburg, Freiburg, Federal Republic cf 
Germany. 
ROTH: 35 investigations will use the material science 
facili ty. 
The following experiments use the Isothermal Beating Facility: 
lBSJOl -- Solidification of IIonotectic Alloys - Prof. R. 
Ahlborn, Oniversitat Bamburg, Germany. 
lBSl02 -- Interaction Between an Advancing Solidification 
Front and Suspended Particles -- Dr. D. Neuschutz, Dr. D. 
poetschke and P. Krupp Gmbh, Essen, Pederal Republic of Germany. 
lBSlOJ -- Skin '1'ecbnology -- Dr. H. Sprenger, Maschinen-
fabrik Augsburg-Nurnberg AG, Munich, Federal Republic of Germany. 
lBSJ04 -- vacuua Brazing -- Prof. W. Schonherr and E. 
Siegfried, Bundesanstalt tur Materialprufung, Berlin, P~deral 
Republic of Germany. 
lBSlOS -- vacuo. Brazing -- Prof. R. Stickler Dr. K. 
Prieler, University of Vienna, Austria. 
lBSl06 -- Solidification of IIonotectic All.oys - PI of. B. 
Ahlborn, Oniversitat Bamburg, Bamburg, Federal Republic of 
Germany. 
lBS307 -- Reaction Kinetics in Glass Melt -- Prof. G.B. 
Frischat and Dr. M. Braedt, Universitat Clausthal, Claus thal-
Zellererfeld, Federal Republic of Germany. 
lBSl09 -- Metallic Baulsions AI-Pb -- Dr. P.O. Caton and Dr. 
W.G. Hopkins, Fulmer Research Institute Ltd., Stoke Pages, United 
Kingdom. 
lBS311. -- Bubble Reinforced Materials -- Prof. P. Gondi, 
Universita degli studi di Bologna, Bologna, Italy. 
lBS3l2 -- Nucleation of Eutectic Alloys -- Prof. Y. 
Malmejac, Centre d'Energie Atomique, Grenoble, France. 
-more-
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188313 -- Solidification and Oswald Ripening of Rear Mono-
tactic Zn-Pb Alloys -- Prof. H. Fischmeister and Dr. A. Kneissel, 
Montanuniversitat Leoben, Leoben, Austria. 
188314 -- Dendrite Growth and Microsegregation of Binary 
Alloys -- Prof. H. Fredriksson, The Royal Institute of Tech-
nology, Stockholm, Sweden. 
188315 -- Melting and Solidification of Metallic Ca.poaites 
-- Prof. A. Deruyttere and L. Froyen, Kathclicke Universiteit 
Le'.1ven<, Leuven, Belgium. 
188325 -- UDidirectional Solidification of cast Iron --
Dr. T. Luyendijk and Dr. H. Nieswaag, Delft University of Tech-
nology, Delft, the Netherlands. 
The following experiments use the Gradient Heating Facility: 
lIS3l6 -- SOlidification of Al-Sn .. ulsions -- Dr. C. 
Potard, Centre d'Energie Atomique, Grenoble, Prance. 
188317 -- UDidirectional SOlidification of Bbtectics Alloys 
-- Dr. J.J. ;aqier and J.P. Praizey, Centre d
' 
Energie Atomique, 
Grenoble, Prance. 
188318 -- Lead Telluride Crystal Growth -- Dr. B. Rodot, 
CNRS Laboratoire d'aerrchermique, Meudon, France. 
lB83l9 -- ODidirectional SOlidificat'ton of EUtectics (InSb-
BiSb) -- Dr. G. Muller, Oniversitat Erlangen, Erlangen, Federal 
Republic of Germany. 
lBS320 -- Tber.adiffusion in ~in Alloys -- Prof. Y. Malmejac 
and J.P. Praizey, Centre d'Energie Atomique, Grenoble, France. 
The following experiments use the Mirror Beating Facility: 
lBS32l -- Ploating ZOnft Growth of Silicon -- prof. R. 
Nitsche and Dr. E. Eyer, Kritallographisches Institut der Oni-
versitat Preiburg, Freiburg, Federal Republic of Germany. 
188322 -- Growth of Cadaiua Telluride bf Travelling Beater 
Method -- Prof. R. Nitsche, Dr. R. Dian and Dr. R. SChonhold, 
Kritallographisches Institut der Oniversitat Freiburg, Prieburg, 
Federal Republic of Germany. 
188323 -- Growth of se.i-COnductor Crystals of the Traveling 
Beater Method -- Dr. K.W. Benz, OniversitatStuttgart, Stuttgart, 
Federal Republic of Germany, and Dr. G. Muller, Oniversitat 
Erlangen, Erlangen, Federal Republic of Germany. 
188324 -- Crystallization of Silicon Drop -- Dr. H. Kolker, 
Wacker-Chemie, Munich, Federal Republic of Germany. 
-more-
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The following experimenta will use the Pluid Physics Module: 
18S326 -- OIIcillatiOll of Seai-ft'. Liquid in Space -- Or. B. 
Rodot, eRRS Llboratori. d'aerothermique, Meudon, Prance. 
18S327 -- Kinetics of Sprea4iDg of Liquids aD Solids -
Or. J.M. Baynes, University of Bristol, Bristol, United Kingdom. 
lBS328 -- Free Coavection in Low Gravity -- Prof. L.G. 
Napolitano, Univeraita o.gli Studi, Naples, Italy. 
18S329 -- capillary Porces - Or. J.P. PaddAy, Kodak 
Limited, Barrow, United Kingdom. 
lBS3lO -- Q)upled lIotion of Liquid-Solid Sysbm8 in .. ar 
Zero Gravity -- Or. J.P.S. VTeeberg, National Aerospace Labora-
tory, NLR, Amsterdam, the Netherlands. 
lBS33l -- ftoating lODe stability in Sero Gravity -- Prof. 
I. ~5 Riva and Prof. I. Martines, ETSI Aeronauticos, Madrid, 
Spain. 
lBS339 -- Interfacial Instability and capillary Bystere.is 
-- Or. J.M. Baynes, University of Bristol, Bristol, United 
Kingdom. 
~he following single experiments use special equipment: 
lBS334 -- Crystal Growth of Proteins -- Or. W. Li ttke, 
Universitat Preiburg, Freiburg, Federal Republic of Germany. 
lBS335 -- self-Diffusion in Liquid Metals -- Prof. H. Wever, 
Prof. G. Frohberg and Dr. K.M. Kraatz, Technische Universitat 
Berlin, Berlin, Federal Republic of Germany. 
lBS340 -- Adhesion of Metals (UBV Chaaber) -- Prof. G. 
Ghereini, G. Grugni and P.G~ Sona, Centro Informazioni Studi 
Esperienze, Milan, ItalY7 and Dr. F. Rossitto, Politechnic~ di 
Milano, Milan, Italy. 
18S332 -- ~ganic Crystal G~th -- Dr. K. F. Nielsen, G. 
Galster and I. Johannson, Technical University of Denmark, 
Lyngby, Denmark. 
!BS3l3 -- Crystal Growth by CO-Precipitation in Liquid Pbase 
-- Prof. A. Authier, Or. F. Lefaucheux and Dr. M.C. Robert, Uni-
versite Pierre et Marie Curie, Paris, France. 
!BS33S -- Mercury Iodide Growtb -- Prof. R. Cadoret, Univer-
site de Clermont-Ferrano, Aubiere, France. 
ROTE: Due to the delay in launching STS-9 from late OCtober 
to late November, it is expected that some scientific 
data will be degraded. There is a fact sheet avail-
able at all centers that details what experiments 
." be affected and the expected resul +-~ 
-more-
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LIn SCIBRCBS BASBLIRB DATA Q)LI..BCl'IOR 
Several of the life sciences experiments on Space lab 1 will 
gather data on the physiological responses of humans to weight-
lessness. In support of these experiments ground data has been 
collected to enable scientists to determine by comparison the 
physiological changes induced by spaceflight. 
A series of preflight measurements have been made on each 
payload c'rewman to establish a set of normal or -baseline- values 
for the physiological system(s) under study. The same or similar 
~ata obtained during the flight itself can then be directly com-
pared with the baselines to determine what, if any, changes have 
occurred during exposure to weightlessness. 
Scientists are also interested in how th~ changes seen in 
space are reversible once the crewmen return to earth and over 
what period of time. This is accomplished by conducting another 
series of ground-based, postflight measurements on each payload 
crewmember. 
To compare the earth-based and space-based data, the pre-
flight and p~stflight phases of the experiment are performed with 
equipment and under test conditicns which are the same as, or at 
least similar to, those of the inflight portion of the experiment. 
To this end, a special facility -- the Baseline Data Collec-
tion Facility (BOCF) -- has 'been established at NASA's Dryden 
Flight Research Facility at Edwards Air Force Base. 
The Dryden facility consists of approximately 470 square m 
(5,000 sq. ft.) of laboratory space. It was used for preflight 
data collection at 120 days, 90 days and 30 days before launch. 
Additional data are to be collected 11 days before launch. 
Following landing, an extensiv~ series of tests will be made 
in the facility to measure the crew readaptation process to a I-G 
environment. These tests will begin within minutes after the 
payload crew leaves the orbiter and will continue during the next 
seven days. One additional test day will occur 14 days after 
landing. A typical test day for the crew lasts between 10 and 12 
hours. For this reason, the· payload and mission specialists will 
be unavailable for traditional post landing ceremonies for 
several days after their return. 
-more-
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SPACBLAB 1 PAYLOAD OPBRM'IOIIS ARD aMLtBOL 
Payload Operations OoDtrol Center 
The Payload Operations Control Center (POCC), situated in 
building 30 at Johnson Space Center, is the command post for the 
management of Spacelab 1 scientific payload activities during 
STS-9 and Space lab flight. The poce does for the Spacelab pay-
load what Mission Control does for the Shuttle and Spacelab. 
Mission ~ontrol has overall responsibility for the flight and 
operation of the orbiter while the POCC is responsible for all 
the scientific activities. 
Members of the Marshall mission management team, ESA payload 
managers, principal investigators and their research teams work 
in the poce in shifts around the clock. Fram there, they moni-
tor, control and direc~ experiment operations aboard Spacelab. 
Command and data links to the poce enable scientists to fol-
low the progress of their experiments, assess and respond to 
realtime information and be actively involved in the investiga-
tive proc~ss. From the POCC, scientists can communicate directly 
with the Space lab crew. If necessary they can instruct the crew 
by voice, text or graphic links, or they can send automated com-
mands directly to the onboard computer to control experimerats 
onboard Spacelab. In this way, the experimenters on the ground 
can participate directly in operations of their Spacelab 
experiments. 
The poce, which covers an area of just over 370 sq. m (4,000 
sq. ft.), is composed of a payload control room, a mission plan-
ning room, and six user rooms. 
The payload control room houses the mission management team 
which controls the overall science mission. 
The capabilities of the poce include some data processing. 
Multiplexed Spacelab 1 data are received at up to 48 megabits 
(megabits per second) and converted into separate channels in 
original input form. These channels are routed to recorders, to 
the exper imenters ground support equ ipme\'\t, or to exper iment 
consoles for display. 
Each user room contains three work stations, each having a 
cathode ray tube terminal and keyboard, a floppy disk unit and a 
hard copy unit for the users' own payload monitoring and control. 
-more-
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POCC Positions 
The following is a general description of the labeled posi-
tions in the Spac~lab 1 Payload Operations Control Center (POe:) 
at the Johnson Space Center: 
POD (fayloed Operations Director) -- IR the senior member of 
the missior. manager's cadre team in the POCC and directs the pay-
load Jperations team and payload crew in a(;t:omp1ishing Space1ab 1 
mission operations. An assistant payload operations director 
sits on his left. 
MSCI (~is8ion Scientist) -- Represents scientists with ex-
periments on ~he flight to mission management and interfaces with 
the mission manager and the POD with respect to mission science 
operations and accomplishments. An assistan~ mission scientist 
sits on his right. 
MOM ntaas ~ry Unit Manager) -- Initiates experiment com-
mand uplinks to the Spacelab after receiving data set chAnges 
from the poce operations team. 
OC (Operations Controller) -- Coordinates the activitiea of 
the payload operations team to efficiently accomplish poce func-
tions required to support the realtime execution of the approved 
mission timeline. Assesses proposed crew timeline alterations 
and coordinates the implementation .of approved actions with the 
POCC cadre positions. 
PAYCOM (Payload Ca.aand Controller) -- Configures the poce 
fo~ gr~und command operation and controls the flow of experiment 
cOmmands from the poce as required and troubleshoots any problems 
in the rejection of those commands. Advises OC on command system 
status. 
eIC (Crew Interface Coordinator) -- Manages poce use of aiI-
to-ground voice loop and serves as a focal point for communica-
tions with ~ayload crew and enables and coordinates principal 
investigator voice activity with payload crew. 
APS (Alternate Payload specialist) -- Assists the payload 
operations team and payload crew in devising s~lutions to prob-
lems, troubleshooting and changing crew procedures where neces-
sary. Advises the mission scientist of possible impacts or prob-
lems. Assists the eIC in direct voice contact with the payload 
crew, as required. 
DMC (Data Manage.ent COOrdinator) -- Responsible for main-
taining and coordinating the flow of payload data to and within 
the poce for the cadre and principal investigators. Assesses 
proposed r~altime changes to the experiment time1ine and payload 
data requirements which affect the payload downlink data. 
-more-
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SUBJECT: 
OPERATIONS CONCEPT 
• IN SUPPORT OF PAYLOAD OPERATIONS, THE STS ORGANIZATION Will OPERATE IN A "HOST" MODE. 
SPACHAB PAYLOAD 
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• MISSION SPECIALISTS 
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MCC 
RESPOND TO poce REQUIREMENTS IN 
SUPPORT OF EXPERIMENT OPERATIONS 
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• SPACElAB VERifICATION FLIGHT TEST 
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ORIGINAL ~AGE 19 
OF POOR QUALITY 
MISSION 
OPERATIONS 
--
SUBJECT: 
MANNING 
• Fl!GHT CRE~: (pUA~ ;)HIFT OPERATIONS) 
RED TEAM CDR J. YOGNG 
MS1 R. P.\.~r<:rl 
PSl U. ME"SOLD 
BLUE TEAM PLT B. SHAW 
MS2 O.GARRIOn 
PS2 B. LlCTENBURG 
• rocc (2 TEAMS, 12 HOUR SHIFTS) 
RED TEAM PAYLOAD OPERATIONS DIRECTOR (POD), T. RECIO 
BLUE TEAM POD, C. OWEN 
• MCC (3 TEAMS) 
ASCENT FLIGHT DIRECTQR (FD) - J. GREENE 
ORBIT TEAM 1 F 0 - C. LEWIS 
ORBIT TEAM 2 F 0 - J. COX 
ORBIT TEAM 3 F 0 - L. BOURG', 
EN1~Y F [) - G. COEN 
" 
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PAP (Payload Actiylty Plaafter) -- ~~rects the mi •• ion re-
planning activity by r.c~ivlng propo.ed changes to the .is.ion 
timeline and coordinating th •• with the POCC operations team. 
A ....... propo.~ change. to the current tim.line and advise. the 
POD on potential impact. to the timeline. 
OPS rfV Operation. Controller) -- serves as the focal point 
within the ~ for Spacelab/payload ir,flight television and 
photographic operation., .pecifically with regard to scene ~c~el­
opment of flight crew activities. 
PAD (PUblic Affair. ~ffioer) -- Provide~ Space lab 1 mission 
commentary and serves as the focal point for Space lab payload 
information. 
Scimce Moni tor iog Area 
Dluinq fllght, all of the Spacelab I life sciences experi-
..tents except lES20l will be monitored and -:ontroll~ frOil the 
Science rtonitoring Area (SMA), located in Builcinq 36, at John-
fIOn. Wt,ile the monitoring area is physically aepa,:ated frOll the 
rest of the Payload Operationa Control Center, the two facilities 
are linked together by data and communications lines. The 
monitoring area i~ similar in function to one of the six poce 
user ro<'.lI1Is. 
The science teams will man modular consoles which have been 
configured for the individual experiments. 
Oberpfaffenhofen, Pedel"al aepublic of Gel1lany 
A large number of European scientists have provided ex~eri-
ments that will be cooducted in the Material Science Double Rack 
(MSDR) in the Space lab 1 module. Since not all of these investi-
gators are able to follow the mission from the poce at Johnson, 
the da'ta fran the experiments will be transmitted in realtime to 
the German Aerospace Research Estbt"lishments Satelli te Operations 
Center: (GSOC) at Oberpfaffenhofen (near Munich, Federal Re\')ublic 
of Germany). There, experimenters will be able to monitor their 
experiments, though without the direct communication with the 
St'acf!lab-l crew and exper iment equipment available at th~ poce in 
HOllS'tOn. 
The experience gained at the GSnc during the Space lab 1 
misnion will be of pr ime importance for the forthcoming Germar. 
Spa.=elab mission, D-l, when the poce will be set up at 
Oberpfaffenhofen. 
I 
I 
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SIfS-9/SPACBLAB 1 CBBf 
The STS-9/Spacelab 1 crew, consisting of six members, will 
be the largest yet to fly aboard a single spacecraft, the first 
international Shuttle crew, and the first crew to include a new 
calagory of spaceborne research scientist called payload spe-
cialists. STS-9/Spacelab 1 also marks the first time astronauts 
will be working around the clock in space. 
The crew will include: two pilot astronauts,' John W. Young, 
commander and Brewster H. Shaw, Jr., pilot, two mission 
specialist-astronauts, Or. Owen K. Garriott, and Dr. Robert A. R. 
Par~erJ and two payload specialist-scientists, Or. Byron K. 
Lichtenberg and Or. Ulf Merbold. 
Members of NASA's career astronaut corps, Young and Shaw, 
are responsible for flying the Shuttle. Mission specialists 
Garriott and Parker are primarily responsible for managing the 
orbiter systems that provide resources to Spacelab and Spacelab 
systems. Since they are scientists they will also spend much of 
their time operating Space lab experiments. The payload special-
ists, Lichtenberg and Merbold, are career scientists from outside 
the astronaut corps and are responsible only for carrying out 
scientific activities scheduled for the mission. Lichtenberg is 
a member of the research staff at the Massachussetts Institute of 
Technology, Cambridge, Mass., and Merbold, a German physicist, 
has been assigned to the mission by the European Space Agency. 
During STS-9/Spacelab 1, the crew will operate in l2-hour 
shifts. A pilot astronaut, a mission specialist and a payload 
specialist will be on duty during each shift. Young r Parker, and 
Merbold have been assigned to work the Red Shift which is gener-
ally on duty from about 02:30 to about 14:30 GMTJ Shaw, Garriott, 
and Lichtenberg have been designated to the Blue Shift covering 
the remaining hours. 
A detailed biography of each crewmember follows. 
-more-
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NAME: John W. Young (USN, Ret.) 
NASA Astronaut, STS-9 Commander 
BIRTHPLACE AND DATE: Born in , , on 
 , . 
EDUCATION: Graduated from Orlando High School, Orlando, Fla.: 
received a bachelor of science degree in aeronautical 
engineering with highest honors from the Georgia Institute 
of Technology in 1952. 
MARITAL STATUS: Marr ied tr) the former Susy Feldman of 
St. Louis, Mo. 
CHILDREN: Sandy, April 30, 1957: and John, Jan. 17, 1959. 
NASA EXPERIENCE: In September 1962 Young was selected as an 
astronaut. He is the first perFon to fly in space five 
times. The first flight was with Gus Grissom in Gemini 3, 
the first manned Gemini missic~ on March 23, 1965. This 
was a complete end-to-end test of the Gemini spacecraft. 
On Gemini 10, July 18-21, 1966, Young, as commander, and 
Michael Collins, as pilot, completed a dual rendezvous 
with two separate Agena target vehicles. Collins also did 
an extravehicular transfer to retrieve a micrometeorite 
detector from the second Agena. On his third flight, May 
18-26, 1969, young was command module pilot of Apollo 10. 
Tom Stafford and Gene Cernan were also on this mission 
which orbited the moon and completed a lunar rendezvous. 
His fourth space flight, Apollo 16, April 16-27, 1972, was 
a lunar exploration mission, with Young, as spacecraft 
commander, and Ken Mattingly and Charles Duke. young and 
Duke set up scientific equipment and explored the lunar 
highlands at Descartes. They collected almost 200 pounds 
of rocks and drove more than 27 kilometers in the lunar 
rover while on the @con. Young's fifth flight was as 
spacecraft commander of STS-l, the first flight of the 
Space Shuttle Columbia, April 12-14, 1981, with Robert 
C~ippen as pilot. The 54-1/2 hour, 36-orbit mission 
verified Space Shuttle systems performance during launch, 
on-orbit, and entry. 
CURR~NT ASSIGNMENT: John Young continues his assignment as Chief 
of the Astronaut Office. 
t • t 
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NAME: Brewster H. Shaw, Jr. (Major, USAF) 
NASA Astronaut, STS-9 Pilot 
BIRTHPLACE AND DAT!: Born , , in ,  His 
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Brewster H. Shaw, Sr., reside in 
Cass City. 
EDUCATION: Graduated from Cass City High School, Cass City, 
Mich., in 19631 received bachelor and master of science 
degrees in engineering mechanics from the University of 
Wisconsin (Madison) in 1968 and 1969, respectively. 
MARITAL STATUS: Marr ied to the former Kathleen Ann Mueller of 
Madison, Wis. Her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. 
Mueller, reside in Madison. 
CHILDREN: Brewster Hopkinson III, Aug. 6, 19701 Jessica Hollis, 
Feb. 3, 19751 Brandon Robert, Aug. 15, 1976. 
NASA EXPERIENCE: Major Shaw was selected as an astronaut can-
didate by NASA in January 1978. In August 1979, he com-
pleted a 1-year training and evaluation period making him 
eligible for assignment as a pilot on future Space Shuttle 
flight crews. Major Shaw's NASA assignments have included 
support crew and Entry CAPCOM for STS-3 and STS-4. 
CURRENT ASSIGNMENT: Major Shaw has been selected to serve as 
pilot for STS-9, the first Space1ab mission. 
# # t 
-more-
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NAME: Owen K. Garriott 
NASA Astronaut, STS-9 Mission Specialist 
BIRTHPLACE AND DATE: Born  , , in   His 
mother, Mrs. Owen Garriott, resides in Enid. 
EDUCATION: Graduated from Enid High School: received a bachelor 
of science degree in electrical engineering from the Uni-
versity of Oklahoma in 1953, a master of science degree 
and a ooctorate in electr ical eng ineer ing from Stanford 
University in 1957 and 1960, respectively~ and presented 
an honorary doctorate of science degree fro~ Phillips 
University (Enid, Oklahoma) in 1973. 
MARITAL STATUS: Married to the former Helen Mary Walker of Enid, 
Okla. Her mother, Mrs. Glenn A. Walker, resides in Enid. 
CHILDREN: Randall 0., March 29, 1955; Robert K., Dec. 7, 1956; 
Richard A., July 4, 1961; Linda S., Sept. 7,1966. 
NASA EXPERIENCE: Garriott was selected as a scientist-astronaut 
by NASA in June 1965. He has since completed a 53-week 
course in flight training at Williams Air Force Base, 
Ariz. Garriott was science-pilot for Sky1ab-3 (SL-3), the 
second manned Sky lab mission, and was in orbit from July 
28 to Sept. 25, 1973. With him on this 59-l/2-day flight 
were Alan L. Bean (spacecraft commander) and Jack R. 
Lousma (pilot). SL-3 accomplished 150 percent of many 
mission goals while completing 858 revolutions of the 
earth and traveling some 24,400,000 miles. The crew in-
stalled six replacement rate gyros used for attitude con-
trol of the spacecraft and a twin pole sunshade used for 
thermal control, and repaired nine major experiment or 
operational equipment items. They devoted 305 manhour.s to 
extensive solar observations from above the earth's atmos-
phere, which included viewing several major solar flares 
and numerous smaller flares and coronal transients. OVer 
40,000 photographs of the sun, showing views invisible 
from the earth's surface were returned. The crew of Sky-
lab-3 logged 1,427 hours and 9 minutes each in space, set-
ting a new world record for a single mission, and Garriott 
also spent 13 hours and 43 minutes in three separate 
extravehicular activities outside the orbital workshop. 
Since his flight, Garriott has served as Deputy and then 
Director of Science and Applications and as the Assistant 
Director for Space Science at the Lyndon B. Johnson Space 
Center. 
CURRENT ASSIGNMENT: Garriott is a mission specialist for the 
Space1ab-1 flight. 
t t f 
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NAME: Robert Allan Ridley Parker 
NASA Astronaut, STS-9 Mission Specialist 
BIRTHPLACE AND DATE: Born in  on  , but 
grew up in Shrewsbury, Mass., where his parents, Dr. and 
Mrs. Allan E. Parker, now reside. 
EDUCATION: Attended primary and secondary schools in Shrewsbury, 
Mass. 7 received a bachelor of arts degree in astronomy and 
physi''::s from lu'lherst College in 1958, and a doctorate in 
astrc,nomy fran the California Institute of Technology in 
1962. 
MARITAL STATUS: Married to the former Judy Woodruff of San 
Marino, Calif. 
CHILDREN: Kimberly Ellen, Feb. 7, 1962: Brian David Capers, 
March 8, 1964. 
NASA EXPERIENCE: Parker was selected as a scientist-astronaut by 
NASA in August 1967. He was a member of the astronaut 
support crews for the Apollo 15 and 17 missions and served 
as Program Scientist for the Skylab Program Director's 
Office during the three manned Sky1ab flights. 
CURRENT ASSIGNMENT: Parker has been designated as a mission 
specialist for the Spacelab-l flight. 
# • # 
-more-
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NAME: Byron K. Lichtenberg 
Space lab 1 Payload Specialist 
BIRTHPLACE AND DATE: Born  , in  
His parents, Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Lichtenberg, reside in 
Wayne, Pa. 
EDUCATION: Graduated from Stroudsburg High School, received his 
bachelor of science degree in electrical engineering from 
Brown University, Providence, R.I., in 1969. He did grad-
uate work at the Massachu~etts Institute of Technology, 
Cambridge, Mass., receiving his master's degree in mechan-
ical engineering in 1975, and his doctorate in biomedical 
e~gineering in 1979. 
~TAL STATUS: Married to the former Lee Lombard of Farmington, 
Conn. Her parents live in Farwington. 
CHILDREN: Kristin, Aug. 12, 1973; Kimberly, oct. 1, 1976. 
ORGANIZATIONS: He is a member of Tau Beta Pi and Sigma Xi ho~or 
societies and the Aerospace Medical Association. 
SPECIAL HONORS: Distinguished graduate, U.S. Air Force ROTC: 
graduated first in pilot training class, Williams Air 
Force Base, Ariz., 1970: two Distinguished Flying Crosses, 
Vietnam, 1972: 11 Air Medals, Vietnam, 1972. 
EXPERIENCE: Lichtenberg is a member of the research staff at t~e 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology and is actively in-
vo1vgd in the vestibular experiments being flown on Space-
lab 1. His primary area of research is biomedical engi-
neering. In June 1978, Lichtenberg was selected to train 
for the Space lab 1 mission as one of two U.S. payload 
specialists. Between 1969 and 1973 he served in the U.S. 
Air Force. At present he is a fighter pilot in the 
Massachusetts Air National Guard, flying the A-10 close 
air support aircraft. 
-more-
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NAME: Olf Merbold (Dr. rer. nat.) 
Space lab 1 Payload Specialist 
BIRTHPLACE AND OAT!: Born , in . His mother, 
Mrs. Hildegard Merbold, lives in Stuttgart, Federal 
Republic of Germany. 
EDUCATION: Graduated from high school in East Germany in 1960, 
received a diploma in physics in 1968 and a doctorate in 
science (Dr. rer. nat.) from Stuttgart University in 1976. 
MARITAL STATUS: Married to the former Birgit Riester of 
Stuttgart. 
CHILDREN: SUsanette, Jan. 16, 1975, Hannes, March 26, 1979. 
ORGAN I ZATIONS : 
Physics. 
Dr. Merbold is a member of the German Society for 
He holds a private pilot's license. 
EXPERIENCE: Merbold joined the Max~~lanck Gesellschaft at Stutt-
gart, first on a scholarship in 1968, and later as a staff 
member. He worked as a solid-state physicist on a research 
team of the Max-Planck Institute for Metals Research. His 
main fields of research were crystal lattice defects and 
low-temperature physics. Be was involved in the iJ".'"esti-
gation of the irradiation damage on iron and vanadium pro-
duced by fast neutrons. In 1978 he was selected by the 
European Space Agency (!SA) as one of two European payload 
specialists to train for the Spacelab 1 mission. 
, , t 
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PAYLOAD SPBCIALIS'l'S 
The position of payload specialist is new to the space 
program. 
Payload specialists are career scientists and engineers 
men and women -- normally identified, evaluated and selected by 
their peers to fly into space on a particular mission and devote 
themselves to conducting experiments. 
Spacelab 1 payload specialists will perform such tasks as 
re~oval of equipment from stowage, set-up, experiment operation, 
making minor repairs if needed, changing test specimens and 
equipment disassembly. The payload specialists will also be 
available if targets of opportunity appear or if re-adjustment or 
realignment of hardware or procedures in orbit are required. 
For certain life scienced experiments, the payload special-
ists will act as test subjects. From an overall payload point of 
view, the payload specialist will play an invaluable role in exe-
cuting the timeline and verifying the correct functioning of 
experiments. 
For Space lab 1, the payload specialists were identified and 
selectP.d in a somewhat different way. Two American payload spe-
cialists were elected by the Investigators Working Group (IWG), a 
body consisting of the principal investigator, or chief scierl-
tist, for each experiment being carried out on the mission. The 
recommendations of the IWG also figured strongly in ESA's choice 
of three European payload specialists. 
In December 1977, ESA selected Dr. Ulf Merbold, a German 
research scientist at Max Planck Institute in Stuttgart, Federal 
Republic of GermanY1 Dr. Wubbo uckels, a Dutch physicist at 
Groningen University, the Netherlands; and Claude Nicollier, a 
Swiss astronomer and pilot working at ESTEC in the Netherlands, 
as payload specialist candidates for Spacelab 1. They were 
selected from about 2,000 applicants from ESA Member and Asso-
ciate Member States. 
Our ing the first week in June 1978 NASA announced that Dr. 
Byron K. Lichtenberg, a biomedical engineer at the Massachusetts 
Inst~tute of Technology, and Dr. Michael L. Lampton, a space 
physicist at tLe University of California at Berkeley, would 
train as the U.S. payload specialists. They were nominated by 
the IWG. 
Nicollier was reassigned by ESA in 1980 to train as a mis-
sion specialist at the Johnson Space Center and is now a candi-
date for a mission specialist position on the German Space lab 
~ission, 0-1, scheduled to fly aboard the Space Shuttle in 1385. 
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. ~ In September 1982, Lichtenberg and Merbold were named flight 
payload specialists for STS-9/Spacelab 1. They will fly aboard 
the Space Shuttle and Spacelab to operate the experiments. 
At the same time, Lampton and OCkels were named as alternate 
payload specialists. They will serve as flight backups and as 
members of the mission management and science team responsible 
for controlling and directing experiment operations from the 
Payload Operations Co"trol Center (POCC) at the Johnson Space 
Center in Houston. Additionally, OCkels has been appointed as a 
member of ttle payload specialist team training for D-1. Merbold 
will be his backup for that mission. 
Payload Specialist !raining 
STS-9/Spacelab 1 payload specialists underwent two basic 
types o~ training -- mission independent and mission dependent. 
Mission-Dependent Training -- ~e training associated with 
Spaoelab 1 experiments and payload operations is called mission-
dependent. It represents the most important and longest part of 
the overall training program. Much of this training was defined 
and provided by the individual investigators in their labora-
tories. Training in the integrated operations of the payload was 
provided by the Marshall Space Flight Center. 
Mission-Independent Training -- Regardless of payload sci-
entific objectives, all flight personnel needed to possess cer-
tain fundamental skills necessary to live and work safely aboard 
the Shuttle and Spacelab. The training needed to acquire these 
skills is termed mission-independent and includes such areas as: 
habitability or familiarization with space-living conditions, 
medical, emergency, survival operations, and launch site fami1·-
iarization. The Johnson Space Cente~ was given the responsi-
bility to both define and implement the major portion of this 
training. Those portions applicc.\b!~ ".0 the launch and landing 
sites are the responsibility of th~ Kennedy Space Center. 
The STS-9/Space1ab 1 payload specialists began their train-
ing with five days of general planning and orientation sessions 
at Marshall in early August 1978. As manager of the Spacelab 1 
mission, Marshall is responsible for coordinating both mission 
dependent and mission ind~pendent payload specialist training. 
For much of their training, the payload specialists (usually 
acoompanied by the mission specialists) traveled to laboratories 
in the United States, Canada, Japan, and Europe to learn the 
operation and theoretical objectives of each experiment. 
Since January 1982 the payload and mission specialists have 
been undergoing mission operational training in the Payload Crew 
Training Complex (PCTC) at Marshall. 
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In a high-fidelity mock up of the laboratory th~y were faced 
with operational situations very similar to those they will en-
counter during the Spacelab-l flight. They thus gained consider-
able experience which will ensure a maximum scientific return 
fran the flight. 
The Space lab module simulator at Marshall's PCTC did not 
include the Material Science Double Rack, therefore, training for 
the melting of materials samples, formation of crystals and fluid 
physics experiments was conducted at DPVLR in Cologne-Porz, 
Federal Republic of Germany, under the supervision of SPICE. 
The payload crew also trained at the Kennedy Space Center 
during integration testing of the actual Spacelab 1 flight 
hardware. 
During the two months before the mission, the payload spe-
cialists participated in integrated STS-9/Spacelab 1 simulations 
involving the entire mission crew and mission and payload ground 
controllers. These simUlations involved simultaneous participa-
tion from the PeTC and Huntsville Operations Support Center 
(HOSC) at MSFC and from the POCC, Mission Control, and the 
Shuttle and Spacelab simulators at JSC. 
A key element in any Shuttle mission is the capability to 
track the spacecraft, communicate with the astronauts, command 
the orbiter and obtain the telemetry data that informs ground 
controllers of the condition of the spacecraft and its crew. 
For this mission, a second and equally important considera-
tion is the return of the vast amounts of data from Spacelab. It 
requires a communications network unlike any NASA has used pre-
viously with the Space Transportation System. 
NASA will handle STS-9/Spacelab 1 tracking and communica-
tions and Spacelab 1 experiment data through the Tracking and 
Data ReIllY Satellite System (TDRSS)" and the Ground Space Tracking 
and Data Network (GSTDN), a combination of a large communications 
satellite and ground facilities linking the Shuttle to Goddard 
Space Flight Center in Greenbelt, Md., and Johnson Space Center 
in Houston. 
Dur ing the Space lab 1 miss ion, TDRSS w ill be used to relay 
commands and data to and from the experiments aboard Spacelab 1. 
The GSTDN will supplement TDRSS and provide routine, realtime 
tracking and communications with the Shuttle orbi ter and its 
Cl:ew. 
Goddard will also house and manage the Spacelab Data Pro-
ce~sing Facility (SLDPF), where all data from Space lab 1 experi-
mer:ts wi 11 be received and processed pr ior to distr ibution to 
users in Europe (via ESA) and in the United States. 
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... -, Tracking and Data Relay Satellite Syste. 
The first Tracking and Data Rel~y Satellite (TORS-l) was 
deployed f:om the Space Shuttle Challenger on April 4, 1983. 
Problems ~eveloped during the Inertial Upper Stage boost phase 
after deployment from the orbiter, placing it into an unsatis-
factory elliptical rather than a geosynchronous orbit. Goddard, 
TRW Defense' Space Systems Gro~p, Redondo Beach, Calif., and 
Space Communications Co. (SPACECOM), Gaithersburg, Md., developed 
plans to correct the spacecraft's orbit by a series of thruster 
firings and, on June 29, 1983, the satellite reached its planned 
geosynchronous orbit of 35,680 km (22,300 mi.) at 67 degrees west 
longitude northeast of Brazil. It has been moved to its opera-
tional location, 41 degress west longitude, after a series of 
communications tests during the STS-8 mission were completed. 
Later, a second TORS is scheduled to be located at 171 de-
grees west longitude southwest of Hawaii. A third satellite will 
serve as an on-orbit spare. When completed, the TDRSS will have 
the capability of providing cOlumunications coverage over at least 
85 percent of low-altitude spacecraft orbits. 
The communications satellite m~asures more than 17.4 m (57 
ft.) from one edge of the two attached and extended solar panels 
to the other. It weighs about 2,268 kg (5,000 lb.) and provides 
about 1,800 watts of electrical power. The spacecraft's umbrella-
like S-band and Ku-band antennas measure 4.9 m (16 ft.) in dia-
meter each. 
NASA leases the TORS system from SPA~ECOM. The company is 
u~der contract to NASA to provide 10 years of service. The two 
prime subcontractors to SPACECOM are TRW Defense & Space Systems 
Group, Redondo Beach, Calif. and the Harris Government Communica-
tions System Div., Melbourne, Fla. (TRW built the spacecraft, 
the ground segment software and integrated the ground terminal 
equipment at White Sands, N.M. Harris furnished the ground ter-
minal equipment and the two single-access antennas.) 
Ground Spacecraft Tracking/Data Network (GSTOR) 
TDRSS is designed ultimately to replace all but a few of th~ 
GSTDN ground stations. However, until the TORS system is fully 
operational, GSTON will remain in place as NASA's primary window 
for spacecraft communications. The GSTDN stations, 15 in all, can 
transmit and receive only when a spacecraft is "in view" of the 
ground station. Depending on the orbital path of the spacecraft, 
Mission Control may be in touch with the Shuttle as little as 15 
percent of each orbit. 
During STS-9, the GSTDN will consist of 15 ground stations 
worldwide managed by Goddard and operated by approximately 2,500 
personnel. The stations are equipped with 4.3-, 9-, 12-, and 26-
m (14-, 30-, 40-, and as-ft.) S-band antenna systems and C-band 
rad2!r systems. 
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These are augmented bf 15 DOD geographical locations pro-
viding C-bamt support and one DOD l8.3-meter (60-feet) S-band 
antenna system. 
In addition, GSTDN will include six major computing inter-
faces. They are the Network Operations Control Center and Oper-
atio~e Support computiny Facility, both at Goddard, facilities at 
the Western Space and M ssile Center, Calif., the Air Porce 
S5t,,11ite Control Facilit" , ~o.:..o., the White Sands Missile Range, 
N.M., and the Eastern Space and Missile Center, Fla., providing 
realtime network computational s~~port. 
The network also has agreements with the governments of 
Australia, Spain, Senegal, Botswana, Chile, the United Kingdom 
~~d Bermuda to provide NASA tracking station support to the Space 
Transportation System program. 
~he NASA Canmunications Network (NASCOM), managed by 
Goddard, provides the voice and data communications links con-
necting the network. During the flight, Space lab 1 data flows 
from the Shuttle orbiter to TDRS-l which transmits to the TDRSS 
ground station at White Sands, ~.M. The data could also flow 
from the orbiter to one of the GSTDN stations. In either case, 
the data is retransmitted to a commercial communications satel-
lite which sends the data to the Spacelab Data Processing 
Facility and the Johnson Space Cer.ter. The Network Control 
Center at Goddard coordinates all the scheduling activities. 
Spacelab Data Processing Pacility (SLDPP) 
The Spacelab Data Processin9 Facility (SLDPF) at Goddard is 
an integral and important component for successful Space lab 1 
support. The facility was developed primarily as a generic sys-
tem to handle the payload data from Space lab missions which will 
be beamed ~own in voluminous d~ta streams (up to data rates of 50 
megabi ts per secrld) f rom as mar:y as 70 or rore widely varying 
scien~ific experiments. The facility can handle data from the 
Space~ab missions as well as other attached Shuttle payloads 
which use the Spacelab onboard data system. 
It is divided into two major functional elements: the Sp~ce­
lab Input Processing System (SIPS) and the Spacelab Output Pro-
cessing System (SOPS). After receiving the digital teJ.emetry 
data stream, the data is formatted onto computer-compatible 
tapes. FUrther processing of thp. digi tal data is per formed in 
the SOPS where the data are edited, quality checked, formatted 
for distribution and recorded onto tapes ior shipment to the 
individual users. 
Audio and analog data products, which are processed in the 
SIPS, are provided directly to the users. When specifically r~­
quested by the user, selected digi tal tape products may also be 
obtained from the SIPS. 
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For Spacelab 1, approximately 60 percent of the experi.ent 
data will be shipped dir.,.:tly from the SIPS to ESA'. Data Pro-
cessing Center in Oberpfaffenhofen, Germany within 30 days. Other 
users, mostly scientists in the United States, will receive their 
data from the SOPS w~thin 60 days aftel.' receipt. 
The data capes that go to ESA consiet of audio, unedited 
digital (SIPS tapes) and SOPS ancillary data. !SA will further 
proc~ss the tapes, where necsssary, before sending them on to the 
scientific users 1n the ESA program. 
During the flight, all data is receivee at Goddard, and at 
the Johnson Payload Operations Control Center (POCC) over the 
TORSS/NASCOM/Oomsat satellite link. 
In addition to its primary realtime functiYn of receiving 
datA, the facility supplements Johnson's role of realtime data 
qualit~ monitoring. Whereas the POCC c~, monitor only 4 exper-
Iment aata streams, the SLOPF monitors all 16 dedicated experi-
ment data streams and the two computer input/o1ltput data streaJ:.s 
as well &0 the composite multiplexed stream. Thus, the realtime 
data quality monitoring function must be closely coordinated be-
~w~en Johnson and the SLOPF over the voice data quality monitor-
ing loop. If requested duri~g the mission, the SLOPF will pro-
vide data quality reports to the PO,:C over voice and/o~ facsimile 
transmission machines. 
In fulfilling its overall system reqUirements, the SLOPF 
interfaces with the Marshall, Johnson and Kennedy centers. 
For. prelaunch vecification, ~ennedy provides test data for 
the SLOPF pre-mi~sion processing and shipment to the users. The 
Marshall Center levies pl·oject requirements upon th~ SLOPF and 
supplies pre-mission tiv.e-li~~ and format tapes and information 
essential to mission sp'~c iHc support. Johnson and Marshall 
coordinate real-time missiol support with the SLOPF relating to 
data quality moili tor ing and updating of the nominal timelinp.s. 
After the mission is completed, Johnson also supplies Spacelab 
and Orbiter ancillary data to the SLOPF. 
aUNi'SVILLB OP~IOKS soppO~ ClOftBR 
The Huntsville Operations Support Center, a facility at th~ 
Marshall Space Fl ight Center, supports powered fl ight of S'!'f;-;: 
from Kennedy Space Center and Spacelab 1 systems and payload 
operationA at the Johnson Space Center. 
During STS-9 pre-mission testing, countdown, launch and 
powered flio~t toward orbit, Marshall and contractor engineers 
will man CC' les in the s '.:pport center to moni tor real-time data 
being transm1tted from the Shuttle. 
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fheir purpose ia to evaluate and help .alve probl... tha~ 
Might occur witn Mar.hall-developed Space Shattle propulaion 
aystem ~le.enta, including the main engines, external tank and 
solid rocket bGouters. They will also wo~k problema with the 
overall main propulsion syst .. and range safety system. 
A8 part cf the Verification Plight Test (VPT) activities for 
the Spacelat ]. mission, the aupport cl=nter will cloeely monitor 
Spacelab'. te~~eratures, pressures, electrical measurementa and 
onboard computer syatem during the nine-day flight. Thia acti-
vity includes tracking the functions of the Marshall-·j~veloped 
Induced Environment Con~amination Monitor (IEeM) which is. located 
on the pallet. 
During the mission, support center scientists and engine~ls 
will view onboard crew activities via closed-eircuit t~levision, 
moni tor ail'-tt)-(J round communications and IDOni tor expen:llent syg·· 
tems computers. If a problem is detected, the appropri~te indi-
viduals in the Spacelab action center are notified. The intorm~­
tion is then relayed via direct conmunicfttiona with thei,· payload 
control and flight control counterparts in the Payload Operat~~ns 
Control Center and Plight Control Rooms within the Mipsion ~on­
trol Center, Houston. 
In addition, Marshall and European Space Agency (ESA) scien-
tists and engineers in the support center will monitc,[ realtime 
data on the -health- of three Spacelab experiments: lNS002, 
lNS003 and lNTOll. 
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ftS ARD SPACBLAB PROGlWI IWIAGBIIBIft' 
Rational Aeronautics and Space Adainistration 
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), 
headquartered in Washington D.C., is the United States Federal 
Agency responsible for developing advanced aeronautics and space 
vehicles. NASA research is carried out in the space sciences, 
life sciences, earth and planetary sciences, astronomy astro-
physics, communications, materials processes, aeronautics and 
technology. NASA waa founded in 1958 by an Act of Congress to 
consolidate all United States aerounat;~al and space research 
programs. 
RASA Headquarters 
James M. Beggs Administrator 
Dr. Hans Mar k Deputy Administrator 
Thp. Office of Space Flight at NASA Headquarters has overall 
responsibility for the Space Transportation System, including the 
Space Shuttle and the Spacelab. 
Lt.Gen. James A. Abrahamson 
Jesse W. Moore 
L. Michael Weeks 
Neil B. Hutchinson 
James C. narrington 
Robert. L. Lohman 
Alfred L •. Ryan 
Associate Administrator for 
Space Flight 
Deputy Associate Administrator 
for Space Flight 
Deputy Associate Administrator/ 
Technical 
Director, Space Shuttle 
Operations Office 
Director, Spacelab Division 
Chief, Development, Spacelab 
Division 
Chief, Operations, Spacelab 
Division 
The Office of Space Science and Applications (OSSA) at NASA 
Headquarters is responsible for selection of NASA science pay-
loads and development and ogerations of all NASA Spacelab loads. 
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Por Space lab 1 OSSA was also responsible for payload inte-
gration and for the management of the payload operations during 
the mission. 
Dr. Burton I. Edelson 
Samuel W. Keller 
Dr. Jeffrey D. Rosendahl 
Michael J. Sander 
Richard Halperin 
Mary Jo Smith 
Dr. Arnauld Nioogossian, M.D. 
Associate Administrator for 
Space Science and Applications 
Deputy Associate Administrator 
for Space Science and Applications 
Assistant Associate Administrator 
for Space Science and Applications 
(Science) 
Director, Spacelab Flight Division 
Acting Deputy Director, Spacelab 
Flight Division 
Space lab 1 Program Manager 
Director, Life Sciences Division 
The Office of Space "!'racking and Data Syste_ at NASA Head-
quarters is responsible for the operation of the Tracking and 
Data Relay Satellite System and the Ground Space Tracking and 
Data Network as well as t~e Spacelab Data Processing Facility at 
Goddard Space Flight Center. 
Robert O. Aller Associate Administrator for 
Space Tracking and Data Systems 
Dryden Plight Research Pacility (DFRF), Edwards, Calif., is 
responsible for landing and post-Iailding operations under the 
general management of the KSC landing team. 
John Manke Facility Manager 
Gary Layton Shuttle Project Manager 
Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC), Greenbelt, Md. is respon-
sible for receiving, monitoring, processing, and cistributing 
science and engineering data from Spacelab payloads. The center 
also manages the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite Sjstem (TDRSS) 
and the NASA Communications Network (NASCOM), which provides voice 
and data communications links between the Spacelab Data Processing 
Facility and the rest of the Space lab data network. 
Dr. Noel Hinners Director 
John Quann Deputy Director 
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Gary A. Morse 
J.M. Stevens 
William P. Barnes 
Ron Browning 
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Director of Networks 
Network Operations Director 
Network Support Manager 
Head, High Rate Data Handling 
Section 
project Manager, TDRSS 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), Pasadena, Calif., is 
responsibJ.e for the Active Cavity Radiometer (lNA008) 
Dr. Lew Allen Director 
Johnson Spaca Center (JSC) , Houston, Texas, is responsible 
for the development, production and delivery of the Shuttle orbi-
ter. The center is also responsible for all Shuttle flight opera-
tions, includLlg Shuttle flight planning, astronaut training, and 
the control and monitoring of Shuttle flights from lift-off until 
completion of landing. It is responsible for the Vestibula-Spinal 
Reflex Mechanism experiment (lNS104) and the Erythrokinetics In-
fluence of Space Flight experiment (lNS103). Additionally, the 
center is responsible for managing the Spacelab 4 mission. 
Gerald D. Griffin 
Robert C. Goe'" Z 
Glynn S. Lunney 
Arnold D. Aldrich 
Clifford E. Charlesworth 
Charles Lewis 
Aaron Cohen 
William Huffstedtler 
John O'Loughlin 
Director 
Deputy Director 
Manager, National Space Trans-
portation System Program Office 
Manager, Space Shuttle Project 
Office 
Director, Space Operations 
Lead Flight Director, STS-9 
Director, Research and 
Engineering 
JSC Spacelab Mission Division 
Manager 
JSC Spacelab Mission Engineer 
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Kennedy Space Center (KSC), Fla., is responsible for Shuttle 
launch and recovery facilities, pre-launch checkout of the Space 
Shuttle and its payload, and ground turnaround and support opera-
tions, including development of Spacelab processing facilities, 
ground operations management and all launch operations until 
liftoff. 
Richard G. Smith 
Thoma s E. U tsman 
Thomas S. Walton 
Alfred D. O'Hara 
Wiley E. Williams 
Eldon Raley 
James F. Harrington III 
Director 
Director, Shuttle Management 
and Operations 
Director, Cargo Management and 
Operations 
Director, Launch and Landing 
Operations· 
Director, STS Cargo Operations 
Cargo Manager 
STS-9 F~_OW Director 
Marshall Spece Plight Center (MSFC), Huntsvill~, Ala., is 
responsible for overall manage~ent of Space lab 1. The center is 
also responsible for managing the development of peripheral Space-
lab components necessary for flight; technical and progr~~atic 
monitoring of the Space lab design and development work in Europe; 
provision of tecnnical expertise to support ESA; and verification 
flight t~sting of the Space lab. The center is also responsible 
for development, production and delivery of the Space Shuttle main 
engines, solid rocket boosters and external tank. Additionally, 
the center is responsible for overall management of the first 
three Spacelab missions. 
Dr. William R. Lucas 
Thomas J. Lee 
James E. Kingsbury 
Robert E. Lindstrom 
John W. Thomas 
James A. Downey III 
Harry G. Craft, Jr. 
Dr. Charles Chappell 
Director 
Deputy Director 
Di~ector, Science and Engineering 
Manager, Shuttle Projects Office 
Manager, Spacelab Program Office 
Manager, Spacelab Payload Project 
Office 
spacelab 1 Mission Manager 
Spacelab 1 Mission Scientist 
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PBOGlWI 1lUAGBMBlft' (ESA) 
With the ratification of its Convention on Oct. 30, 1980, 
the European Space Agency (ESA), which de facto came into being 
in May 1973, acquired its legal existence. The agency groups in 
a single body.the complete range of European space activities 
previously conducted by the European Space Research Organization 
(ESRO) and the European Launcher Development Organization (ELDO) 
in their respective fields of satellite development and launche~ 
construction. 
The 10 founder members of ESA are: Belgium, Denmark, 
Prance, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Spain, Sweden, 
Swit~erland and ~~e United Kingdom. The Republic of Ireland, 
although not a member of the previous space organizations, also 
signed the ESA Convention in December 1975 and is thus now a full 
member ot the agency. Three other states are closely associated 
with the agency: Austria and Norway have associate member 
status, and Canada has an agreement for close cooperation. 
The agency's purpose, as described in its Convention, is to 
provide for and to promote, for exclusively peaceful purposes, 
cooperation among European states in space research and tech-
nology, and their space applications, with a view to their being 
used for scientific purposes and for space applications systems. 
The agency'£ ~0licy-making body is the ESA Council, compose~ 
of representatives of the member states. The Council makes deci-
sions on the policy to be fOllowed by the agency, and on scienti-
fic, technical, administrative and financial matters, each state 
h~~ing one vote (but none in the case of an optional program in 
which it is not participating). The Council has set up a number 
of subordinate bodies, including the Spacelab programme Board. 
The chief executive and legal representative of the agency 
is the Director General who is appointed by the Council for a 
defined period. He is ~ssisted by six directors, responsiole for 
the following directorates: Administration. Applications Pro-
grammes, Spacecraft Operations, Scientific Programmes, Space 
Transportation Systems, and the Technical Directorate. 
The ESA Headquarters is located in paris, France, and has a 
staff of some 280 people. Its main technical centre, ESTEC, the 
European Space Research and Technology Centre, with a staff of 
about 780 people, is located at Noordwijk in the Netherlands. Its 
Space Operations Centre (ESOC) is iocated at Darmstadt, Federal 
Republic of Germany, and it has another centre (ESRIH) in Fras-
cati, near Rome, Italy, which houses the Information Retrieval 
Service and the Earthsat Programme Office. The agency also has a 
liaison office in Washington, D.C. 
The Spacelab programme Board and the Spacelab Development 
and FSLP managerial organization are outlined on the following 
pages. 
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Baropean Space Agency 
The European Space Agency (ESA) is responsible for the 
funding, design and development of the Space lab and for the 
management of the !SA experiments. 
!SA Headquarters, Paris, France, is responsible for overall 
directior. of proje~ts under the overall direction and guidance of 
the ESA Council. The Council, comprised of members from the 11 
Memb&r states (Belgium, Denmark, lrance, Germany, Italy, the 
Netherlands, Spain, Switzerland, the united Kingdom, Sweden, 
Ireland) and two Associate Member States (Austria and Norway), 
provides overall decisions and major decisions affecting 
programs. 
The Council, in turn, provides policy, direction and guid-
ance for the Industrial Policy Committee, the Science Program 
Committee, the Administrative and Finance Committee and the 
Program Boards. 
The Industrial Policy Committee provides contract decisions. 
The Science Program Committee provides experiment planning 
in science. 
The Administrative and Finance Committee resolves juridical 
and principle financial questions. 
The Program Boards are comprised of boards for Aerosat, 
Ariane, Communication Satellites, Meteosat and Spacelab. 
ESA Spacelab Programae Board 
The ESA Spacelab Programme Board is composed of represen-
tatives from all member states participating in the Spacelab and 
FSLP proqraJiunes. 
Prof. Dr. J. Ortner (Austria) 
A. Hicks (United Kingdom) 
Program Board Delegates 
Dr. E. Hondre 
G. Lenn:~~! 
M. Jacob 
Dr. A. Bahnsen 
H. Pers 
A. Perard 
Chairman 
Vice Chairman 
.1\ustr ia 
Belgium 
Denmark 
France 
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Or. G. Greger 
H. Blaesing 
Prof. G. Formica 
Prof. L. G. Napolitano 
R. A. van Welt 
D. de Hoop 
L. Pueyo 
J.C. Joseph 
J.P. Ruder 
A. Hicks 
R. Rissone 
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Federal Republic of Germany 
Italy 
The Netherlands 
Spain 
Switzerland 
united Kingdom 
The internal ESA organization of the Space lab Development and 
FSLP programs, as well as the Industrial Organization, are given 
below: 
Overall Management: 
Eric Quistgaard 
Michel Bignier 
Jan A. Bijvoet 
Dai J. Shapland 
Spacelab Development: 
Or. B. Pfeifft!r* 
F. Longhurst 
A. Thirkett1e 
L. Tegman 
M. Legg 
J. Paque 
P. Wolf 
D. von Eckardstein 
W. Nellessen** 
ESA Director General 
Director, Space Transportation 
Space lab Development Coordination 
Spacelab Utilization 
Spacelab project Manager 
Spacelab Sustaining Engineering 
Manager European Resid~nt Team 
at KSC 
Produce Assurance and Safety 
Project Control 
Configuration Data Management 
IPS Development 
Spacelab Follow-on Production 
Systems 
*Succeeded by G. Altmann as per July 1, 1983. 
**Now Manager of Eu~eca project. 
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Spacel~h Payload Integration and Coordination in Europe (SPICE): 
D. Hullinger Head, SPICE 
A. Dodeck Engineering 
C. Reinhold Experiment and Crew Activities 
C. Nicollier ESA Science Astronauts 
U. Herbold 
W. Ockels 
Dire~"or General's cabinet members with specific responsibilities 
in the .1pacelab and :FSL1.> programs: 
W. Brado 
Col. W. Mellors 
I. Pryke 
J. Ganerieux 
M-P. Hubrecht 
J. Arets 
K. Barbance 
Head of Director General's 
Cabinet 
ESA Washington Office 
Public Relations - Press 
and Publications 
Public Relations - Visuals 
International Affairs 
North America Desk 
Industrial Organization (ERNO-MBB), Bremen, F.R.G. - Status at 
1980: 
H. E. ~i. Hoffmann 
A.Kutzer 
W. Bark 
S. Gazey 
J. von der Lippe 
W. Sobotta 
H.J. Pospieszczyk 
Dr. F.W. Boykens* 
D. Drewke 
Technical Director 
Spacelab Project Manager 
Space lab Software Project Office 
Spacelab Production Program 
Space lab Integration and Testing 
Spacelab Operations 
S~ace1ab Engineering 
Commercial Administration and 
Contract Management 
Project Control 
*No longer a member of ERNO~MBB. 
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R. Schwenke* Product Assurance 
B. Trawiel* Configuration Management 
Prime Contractor for Spacelab Development: 
VPW-Fokke r :Rrno (now MBB-ERNO) 
Federal Republic of Germany 
Co-Contt'actors: 
AEG Telefunken Industries 
Federal Republic of Germany 
Aeritalia 
Italy 
Bell Telephone Manufacturing Co. 
Belgium 
Dornier Systems 
Federal Republic of Germany 
Fokker 
The Netherlands 
British Aerospace 
Uni ted Ki ngdom 
Kampsax 
Denmark 
MATRA 
France 
SABCA 
Sweden 
Sener 
Spain 
*No longer a member of ERNO-MBB. 
Project management, system engi-
neering, product assurance, inte-
gration, test operations, crew 
habitability, igloo thermal con-
trol, miscellaneous Spacelab 
components and services 
Electrical power distribution 
subsystem 
Module structure environmental and 
thermal control subsystem, igloo 
Electrical systems ground support 
equipment 
Instrument pointing system, 
pointing subsystem, environmental 
control/life support subsystem 
Scientific airlock 
Pallet structure 
Computer software 
Command and data management 
subsystl~m 
Igloo structure, utility bridge, 
common payload support equipment 
Mechanical ground support 
equipment 
-more-
.' 
• 
Subcontractors: 
AEG - Ulm 
Fec~ral Republic of Germany 
Aeritalia 
Italy 
Brunswick 
United States 
Carleton 
United States 
Brunswick/Celesco 
United States 
Casa 
Spain 
( . ..3A 
Frdnce 
Compagnie Industrielle 
Radio Electronique 
Switzerland 
Dornier Systems 
Federal Republic of Germany 
Draeger 
Federal Republic of Germany 
Elec. Zentr. 
Denmark 
ERNO 
Federal Republic of Germany 
ETCA 
Belgium 
Hamilton Standard 
United States 
Instituto Nacional de Technica 
Spain 
Martin Marietta 
United States 
-76~ 
Intercom system and electrical 
harness 
Airlock manufacturing and tandling 
equipment 
Nitrogen tank assembly 
Hybrid system, atmospheric 
control assembly 
Fire and smoke detector, fire 
suppression system 
Mechanical ground support 
equipment items 
computers and software 
Simulators, orbiter interface 
adapter 
Subsystem computer operating 
system coding 
Ground support equipment for 
environmental control life 
support 
Pressure decay sensor 
Condensate storage assembly 
Measuring and stimuli equipment 
Fan assembly, water separator, 
CO 2 control, humidity and tem-perature control assembly, pumps 
Mechanical ground support 
equipment, lighting 
Demultiplexer 
-more-
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Messerschmitt 8olkow SlOhm (MBB) 
Federal Republic of Germany Multiplexer 
Microtecnica 
Italy 
Nord Micro Elektronix 
Federal Republic of Germany 
Odetics 
United States 
O~G (later replaced ~ VPW) 
Austria 
Rovsing 
Demark 
Standard Electric Lorenz (SEL) 
Federal Republic of Germany 
Terma 
Denmark 
Thomson CSF 
France 
Vereinigte Flugtec~nische 
Werke (VFW) 
Federal Republic of Germany 
Consul tants: 
McDonnell Douglas and TRW 
United States 
Thermal control system components, 
pwnp pac k age 
Avionics assembly 
Digital recorder, mass memory 
Mechanical ground support equip-
ment, viewport adapter assembly, 
manifolds, nitrogen shut off valve 
control 
Compuler software 
Remote acquisition ~~its, caution 
and warning system 
Pow~r distribution box 
CRT data display TV monitor 
Mechanical grounu support 
equipment 
Prime Contractor for Spacelab Support (NASA): 
McDonnell Douglas 
Technical Services Co. 
Huntsville, Ala., and 
Kennedy Space Center, Fla. 
Subcontractm:s: 
Brunswick Aerospace 
Costa Mesa, Calit. 
Integration of Spacelab into 
Shuttle 
Smoke detector assemblies in 
tunnel 
-more-
Carleton Group, MOOG, Inc. 
Bast Aurora, N.Y. 
EMI 
Uni ted lUng~om 
Pord Aerospace 
Houston, Texas 
General Products 
Brownsboro, Ala. 
Goodyear Aerospace Corp. 
Akron, Ohio 
Hamilton Standard 
Windsor Locks, Conn. 
BTL K-West 
Santa Ana, Calif. 
IBM 
Huntsville, Ala. 
Intek, Inc. 
Columbus, Ohio 
Intergraph Corp. 
Mad i son, Al a • 
McDonnell Douglas Corp. 
Huntington Beach, Calif. 
McDonnell Douglas COlp. 
St. Lou is ; Mo. 
MK Associates 
Huntsville, Ala. 
O.C. Jean and Associates 
Huntsville, Ala. 
Odetics 
Anaheim, Calif. 
Rockwell International 
Houston, Texas 
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Partial presaure oxygen sensors, 
oxygen-nitrogen control panel, 
various assemblies and spares 
High density ground recorders 
Mission Control Center (Payload 
Operations Control Center) 
Fabrication clf var ious mechanical 
parts for NASA pro?ided hardware 
(e.g., brackets on Module Vertical 
Access Kit) 
Fl~xible sections of Spacelab 
Transfer Tunnel 
Water and freon pump packages 
and spares for atmosphere 
revitalization system 
Verification Flight Instrumen-
tation avionics hardware/signal 
conditioners 
Software development and scftware 
integration for both experiment 
and subsystems computers 
Water and freon fl~ meter 
Avionics software 
Space lab tr~nsfer :unnel 
Fabrication of frame for 
window adapter assembly 
Engineering/design support for 
NASA-provided hardware 
Engineer~ng support 
High data rate recorder 
Technical interface 
-more-
.............. Singer Link Div. 
Houston, Texas 
Systron Donner 
Concord, Calif. 
Teledyne-Brown 
Huntsville, Ala. 
TRW 
Huntsville, Ala. 
Wyle Laboratories 
byfitsville, Ala. 
Consultants: 
!RNo-MBB 
Pederal Republic of Germany 
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Simulation facilities 
Verification Plight Instru-
mentation avionics hardware, 
accelerometers 
Technical support 
Software 
Test support for qualification 
mechanical parts 
-more-
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ARBIUNIA"fIORS 
DFP2 Dryden Flight Research Facility 
ERNO Entw1.cklungs Ring Nord (ESA prime rontract.or) 
ESA European Space Agency 
ESRO 
ES'!'~C 
FCR 
GMT 
GSFC 
GSTDN 
JSC 
JSLWG 
[{SC 
MCC 
MSFC 
NASA 
NASCOM 
NCC 
POCC 
SLDPF 
STDN 
STS 
TORS 
TDRSS 
VAB 
European Space Research Organizat'/':ln (ESA predecessor) 
European Space Technology Center 
Flight Control Room (w~thin MCC, JSC) 
Greenwich Mean Time 
Goddard Space Flight Center, Grp.enbelt, Md. 
Ground Spacecraft Tracking/Data Network 
Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas 
Joint Spacel~b Working Group 
Kennedy Space Center, Fla. 
Mission Control Center (at JSC, Building 30) 
Marshall Space Flight Center, Hur.tsville, Ala. 
National Ap.r~nautics and Space Administation 
NASA Communications Network 
Network Control Center (NASCOM control cen~3r at GSFC) 
Payload (or project) Operations Control Center 
Spacelab Data Processing Facility (at GSFC) 
Spacecraft Tracking/~ata Network 
Space Transportation System 
Tracking/Data Relay Satellite 
Tracking/Dat~ Relay Satellite System 
~hicle Assembly Building (at [{SC) 
-end-
